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TuE following papers (witlj the exception o£ the Introduction)

are based on notes of forty-one lectures delivAed in 1896, in the

"Advanced Course, Pliilosophy 13," Harvard University. Origi-

nally published during the year 1889 as a series of contributions

to a monthly periodical in Uoston, they are now addressed, not to

those who are impatient of serious thought or incapable of follow-

ing a close and continuous argument, but to those (and their name

is legion) who, though able and willing to think, have been dis-

tressed or dismayed by J,he se.eming inability of theistic writers iu

this age to meet and defeat agnosticisn'i on its own professed

ground, — the ground of science and philosophy. By a wholly

new line of reasoning, drawn exclusively from those sources, this

book aims to show that, in order to refute agnosticism and establish

enlightened theism, notlling is now necessary but to philosophize

that very scientifi^metliod which agnosticism barbarously mis-

understands and inisuses. Of the success of the perhaps unwise

attempt to show this in so small a compass, the educated public

must be the judge. But it may be well to quote here these wise and

true words of Arnold Toynbee, one of the noblest young men of the

century, whose early death was a calamity to England and to the

world :
—

" Had liberal theologians in England combined more often with

their undoubted courage and warmth (Tefinite philosoi)hic views,

religious liberalism would not now be condemned as offering nothhig

more than a mere sentiment of vague benevolence. Earnest and

thoufbtfuj people are willing to encounter the difliculty of mastering

some'unfamiliar phrases of technical language, when they find they

arc in possession of a sharply defined intellectual position upon which

their religious faith may rest."

F. E. A.

Camdkidge, Mass., Feb. 10, 18D0.
. » .
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INTRODUCTION.* ^^
.

t

In its relation to religion, the century now drawing to

its close is emiJiiiitically the Age of Agnosticism. All the

leaders of its characteristic thought' have raore or less con- •

.sciously, more or less completely, broken with Christianity,

— that is, broken with that venerable theory of the uni-
'

verse for which the Christian theology and the Christian

church have' definitely stood for nearly two thousand years.

,

But these leaders are paralyzed when it comes to construct-

ive thought. They have no other theory of the universe to

propose ; they a,iin at none ; they agree, if they agree on any-

thing, that no theory of the universe is possible. What is

kno-wn as the "philosophy of evolution," certainly »o far a^

its great, champions and. expounders are concerned, strictly

limits itself to a mere knowledge of "phenomena," and

strictly denies all possible knowledge of '-noumena"; it

formulates a mode of happening, a uniformity of process, a

law of co-existence and sequence, but claims to demonstrate

the impossibility of comprehending idtimate causes, or of

arriving at any theory of the universe as an intelMgible

unity. Whether the phenomenal universe is the product of

intelligence or of unintelligence,— whether the human being

is a creative first cause or a mere link in an endless and

-eternal chain of effects, and whether his conscious existence

ceases at death, or contiimes beyond the grave,— all these

vital questions, fundamental to any rtal theory of the uni-«

verse, it declares to be necessarily and absolutely unanswer-

able. God, Freedom, and Immortality, the supreme interests

of human thought and human life alike,— these, to the evo-

•Tliis Introduftion appeared in The New Ideal fur January, 1889, under

the caption, " Creative Liberalism." >
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lution-philosophy in its present form, are insoluble proMems,

the eternal rock-barriers of the ever-restless ocean of human

speculation. Every form of the evolution-philosophy which

is founded on "the Unknowable " is founded on agnosticism,

or denial of the possibility of any comprehensive theory of

the universe ; and agnosticism is the prevalent philosophy

of liberalism in the nineteenth century.

This statement needs no proof, for it simply records a

fact of observation, patent to every onlooker. A single sig-

nificant illustration of it is enough.

The two most successful novels of the past summer hinge

on the conflict \)etween traditional Christianity and modem

liberalism. In "Robert Elsmere" and in "John Ward,

' Preacher," portraits are painted of the modern lib9ral, as

seen by keen-eyed observers ; and in eafch case the liberal is

an agnostic.

Says Robert Elsmere, only a few days before his death

:

" I often lie here, Elaxman, woiulering at the way in which

men become the slaves of some metaphysical word

—

person-

alttij, or mtclliyence, or whatJot ! What meaning can tliey

have al'applied to God? Herbert Spencer is quite right.

"\A'e no sooner attempt^to define what we mean by a Per-

sonal God than we lose ourselves in labyrinths of language

and l^gic. But why attempt it at all ? 1 like that French

saying : ' Qiiand on me devum'de ce que c'est que Dieii, jn

Vhjnore; quand on ne me le dcmande pas, je le sals tres-

bien ! ' No, we cannot realize Him in words— we can only

live in Him, and die to Him !

"

Helen Ward expresses no less clearly the same bewilder-

ment and defeat of thought :
" But, after all, this question

of eternal punishment is such a little thing, so on the out-

side of the great puzzle ! One goes in, and in : Why is sin,

whicli is its own punishment, in the world at all ? What

does it all inean, anyhow ? Where is God, and why does He

let us suffer here, with no certainty of a life hereafter ? AYhy
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does He make love and death in the same world ? Oh, that

is so ci'ucl,— love and death together ! Is He, at all ? Those

are the things, it seems to me, one has to think about. But

why do I go ovQr it all ? We can't get away from it, can

we?" And again: "To some of us God is only another

name for the power of good,— or, one might as well say

force, and that is blind and. impersonal ; there is nothing

comforting or tender in the thought of force. How' do you

suppose the conviction of the personality of God is reached ?"

And once again, when, after the death of her beloved hus-

band, a friend tri(« to comfort her by saying— "It is so

, much happier for- him now ; he must see so clearly ; and

tlie old grief is lost in joy,"— Helen answered wearily:

"No, you must not say those things to me. I cannot feel

them. I am glad he has no pain ; in an eternal sleep there

is at least no pain. But I must just wait my life out, Gifford.

I cannot hope ; I dare not. I could not go on living, if I

thought he were living somewhere, and needing me. No,

it is ended. I have had my life."

The deep pathos of these two noble works of fiction, far

truer to life as it is than many so-called biographies, lies in

the remorseless fidelity with which, perhaps unconsciously

and unintentionally, they expose the intellectual beggar-

liness of liberalism in its present unfledged state. Such

dearth of great ideas, such piteous poverty of comprehen-

sion, as is exhibited in the mental condition of these two

typical liberals, simply shows that liberalism, so far as it

claims to be the custodian of high truth, is to-tlay infinitely

inferior to the; Christian mythology which it has displaced.

Periods of revolution are doubtless necessary, but only,by
way of transition to periods of higher construction ; and, if

liberalism could by any possibility fall permanently into the

arrested development of agnosticism, it would be no heir of

the future. Robert Elsmere and Helen»Ward, lovely and

noble as personal characters, represent, as agnostic thinkers,
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the lowest and crudest, because the least intellectual, type of

liberalism. It is an awful tragedy of the human soul, when

its holiest affections and impulses and aspirations, guided

no longer by the ancient superstitions which, in whatever

coarse and prickly envelope, contained .nevertheless most

precious thoughts, are bereft of all other guidance, gasp-

ing for life in the exhausted receiver of mere vacuity of

thought.

This merely negative attitude of mind, this emptiness of
^

all positive ideas respecting the supreme problems which

man is set to solve, is indeed the present characteristic of»w

liberalism, but only because liberalism is at the very begin-

ning of its career. Agnosticism, in itself considered, is noth-

ing but intellectual bewilderment, confusion of thought^ a

mere temporary defeat and despair of human reason in the

presence of questions wliich it has. not yet learned how to

answer. When liberalism once comes to understand itself,

when it once discovers how to go to work^ how to handle

these questions, how to synthesize the facts and laws which

modern science has established beyond reasonable doubt,

—

then it will see its way clear to a theory of the universe

founded upon modern knowledge, and will no longer fancy

its mission to mankind discharged by merely overthrowing

a theory of theumiverse founded upon ancient superstition.

The era of constructive or creative liberalism is fated to

come ; and what it will create is necessarily a new theory of

the universe, without which no religious movement can live.

The real moral of "Robert Elsmerc" and "John AVard,

Preacher," has been as yet drawn by no one ; the real lesson '•

of the helpless and hopeless liberalism they too justly de-

pict is deeper than any of the critics have as yet perceived.

r>riefly put, it is this : men must either learn to think more

2}riifoundhj, or else unlearn to feel.

That is the dilemma to which agnosticism reduces the

human s^jirit. If all knowledge of God, Freedom, and

.. t-
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Immortality is impossible to man, the only escape from in-

tolerable anguish, in the constant presence of pain and death,

must lie in a stoical suppression of the power to feel— in a

desperate resolve to think and feel no more, but to extinguish

all deep thought and'all high feeling through frantic self-

absorption in the soulless details of life. Yet what an im-

possible escape ! In every noble nature, deep thought and

•high feeling have become a necessity ; the only possible es-

cape for such lies in deeper thought and higher feeling.

Here is revealed the supreme duty of modern liberalism to

press resolutely forward, away from agnosticism, to a pos-

itive, scientific, all-cmnprehensive theory of the universe.

It is infinitely false that such a theory is unattainable. The

agnosticism which professes to prove its unattainability is
'

nothing but one of two things— either intellectual imbecil-

ity or intellectual cowardice. The one unpardonable sin of

the intellect is to despair of itself. Liberalism has, always

stood ior freedom— freedom from dogma and freedom from

ecclesiastical control. Well and good : let it always stand

for that ! But now it must staiwl for truth as well, and for

the power of human reason to attain the truth. To liberal-

ism alone can poor humanity, losing day by day its hold upon

the Christian theory of the universe, look for a new theory

that may,gui(le its thought and life. The paramount duty

of construction and creation to which liberalism is now called

'is that of working out such a theory, bravely, hopefully, pa-

tiently, reverently, devotedly; and The New Ideal will

justify itself to the world, if it proves itself to be that Neto

Thought which is thS world's deepest aud most imperative

need- >'
•
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF FREE RELIGION.

I. '

It is with no little hesitation and reluctance that, yield-

ing to the editor's urgency, I undertake the difficult task of

attempting to write out, in as simple and uutechnicul a

manner as the nature of 1^ subject permits, an outline of

the thtory of the universe which, if I mistake not, lies la-

tent and implicit in the scientific method, and which must

become explicit, whenever this method shall be faithfully

applied to the great problems of philosophy. Thu reasons

why I should not vAdertake the task are numerous and

formidable. First and foremos* perhaps, is the fact that, al-

though the ground-plan of this theory is already thorough- .

ly matured, the literary execution of it is as yet scarcely

even begun, and from want of opportunity may never be

completed ; and it seems almost absurd to' present the

abridgment of a 'Work which does not yet exist to be

abridged. Next, the impossibility of doing justice to any

philosophy by discarding its appropriate diction, suppress-

ing its necessary subtilty of distinction, and curtailing its

indispensable reasoning, renders such an attempt almost a

crime against philosophic truth itself. Further, the fit

place of publication would naturally be some journal spe-.

cially devoted to philosophy, rather than a journal like

The New Ideal, which does not address itself in partic-

ular to a philosophic audience. Again, the agnosticism so

widely diffused among liberals at the present day makes

me gravely doubt the utility of any such piiblication ; the

thought is suited to no self-satisfied ignorance, but to the
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determined, keen, liopeful spirit of investigation, to the

spirit which counts present failure as only a stepping-stone

to future success, to the spirit which is fixed, resolute^i-

doniitable in the effort to wrest knowledge from Nature,

and which repudiates the imbecile philosophy that founds

itself upon " the Unknowable " and pretends to set up

"limits of human knowledge " in a universe everywhere'

penetrable by patient and persistent reason ; in short, it is

~^ot to those who believe a theory of the universe impos- ^

sible, but to those who know that a souud theory of it is

'

inevitabjp, whenever science~i-ipens into philosoijhy, that I

can look with any expectation of intelligent sympathy.

Lastly, I am painfully awafe that to state my results brief-

ly and without due argumentation must subject me, how- •

ever unanswerable and conclusive the necessarily omitted

reasons for them may be, to grflundless charges of'assump-

tion, presumption, dogmatism. These, colisiderations (with

others needless to mention) are quite sufficient to render

the proposed undertaking anything but a source of pleas-

urableVinticipation to myself.

Nevertheless, there are reasons on the. other side which

have led me to consent to make the attempt, whatever the

consequences may prove to be. Chief among them is the

wish to render some little help to the brave and devoted

editor of The New Ideal, in whatever way he himself

judges he most wants help, and to further as far as possible

liis bold enterprise «f giving once more to liberalism a

journal of high constructive aims and earnest helpfulness

to man. Moreover, there is in my own mind a lurking

liope that even now, scattered here and there, may be found,

spirits already eager to welcome flie higher thought of the

future, already prepared to demand an interpretation of the

fact of Evolution which shall be freed from the humiliat-

ftlg and entangling alliance with phenomenisip, agnosticism,

or know-nothingism, and already ripe for the reception of a

-.4;
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• tlioroughlj- free pliilosophy, at once grounded in science

anil culBiinating in the loftiest moral and religious ideals.

To the young I look for such si)irits as these, for in the

young is the hope of the world. There is no possible re-

demption fol^mankind from the political, commercial, in-

dustrial, and social immoralities of the present, except in

the speedy development of ideals which shall lire the souls

of the rising generation to give battle to this hydra-headed

monster of corruption, and light it down in the power of

the higher life; and the power of the higher life is the power

of the higher thought. Here, in this cryint need of a higher

thought than agnosticism has ever given or can ever give,

lies the necessity of a new, constructive, non-agnostic lib- .

* eralism ; and I cannot resist the call to do my little part in

answering the deepest need of my own time.

So much for the reasons why I should gladly, yet must

not, refuse the task now laid upon me.

In justice, however, to all concerned, l^t it be distinctly

understood at the very outset that the theory of the uni-

verse now to be advanced, as the intellectual foundation

of a Xe^ Ideal of Liberalism, claims no other support

than its own inherent and evident truth. It does not claim

to be the philosophy of The New Ideal or of* its editor;
'

no one is authorized to declare this exceirt the editor him-

self, and he must not be held responsible for anything said

in this series of papers, unless he himself sees fit to ap-

prove it explicitly in ttords of his own. It would be un-

fair and ungenerous to him, if, merely because he has urged

me to write the series, I should allow it to be imagined

that I am in any sense his authorized representative or

spokesman; and it would be equally unjust to myself, to

the depth and strength of my own couvictions, if I should

allow it to be imagined that this theory of the universe

nee<ls a'ny other corroboration than manifest congruity with

the facts of the universe itself. /
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Furthermore, in entitling tliese papers "The Philosophy

of Free Eeligion," it must not be understood that I claim

for the?n the sanctiou of the Free Keligious Association, or

of any of its officers or members. These must speak for

thcmsefves ; I do not speak for them at all. But I do

claim the right to call by that name the philosophy which,

in my own mind, had begun to shape itself, and which, in

the Christian Examiner of September, 18C5, and March,

1866, had begun to utter itself,' before the Free Religious

Association was organized,— the philosophy which, sub-

stantially the same as now, though less matured in form,

impelled me in 1867 to join in the founding of that Asso-

ciation,— the philosophy which impelled me in 1869 to be-

come the editorial fpunder of " The Index, A Weekly Paper

Devoted to Fred Eeligion," in entire independence of the

Free Eeligious Association,— the philosophy which im-

pelled me in 1880 to procure the donation of The Index to

the Free Keligious Association by the Index Association,

—

and the philosophy which impelled me in' 1886, in the last

issue of The Index itself, to protest against the transfer of

its "good-will" to a new journaj which straightway justi-

fied the protest by deroting itself avowedly to "Mo-

nism and Agnosticism . . . as positive and negative

aspects of the one and only rational scientific philosophy."

The title of this series of articles seems to me appropriate

because they aim to develop the philosophy which must

(consciously or unconsciously) underlie any and every free

religious movement or institution : namely, the philosophy

which results from the faithful application of the scientific

method to the universe as a whole. They aim to sketch

this necessary philosophy, as a theory of the universe logic-

ally involved in the scientific method itself, but not yet

historically evolved from it in the intellectual conscious-

ness of the world ; they cannot, therefore, claim to repre-

sent the present convictions of any one except the writer,
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but they do claim to indicate the necessary .philosophical goal

of the great movement of modern splentific tliought. And

by this claim they must stand or fall. .
• •

What remains of this first article of the series must be

" devoted to a concise statemeftt of the heginning and the

end of the road now opening before us, in order tJiat the

reader may know exactly what to expect.

TJ. The universal results of the special sciences, including

•tlie method common to them all, are the only posdhle data of

philosophy or universal science.

This principle, which alone can give to universal human

reason a firm foothold in reality as' universal human expe-

rience, is the necessary beginning-point of all philosophy

which deserves to be called scientific. It means that phi-

losophy cannot begin until the innumerable individuals of

the human race have accumulated a common stock, great or

small, of universal knowledge which has been proved,

tested, or verified by their universal experience, and trom

which all the errors of individuals have been eliminated.

It means that this common stock of verified knowledge of

the universe, gained through long ages of experience and

clarified by science, is the only solid ground of reality

upon which philosophy can build ; and that the only legit-

imate business of philosophy is to organize, systemize, and

make the most of this universally verified knowledge— to

cconbine the fragmentary and disconnected data of the

special sciences in such a way as to unite them in one har-

monious, comprehensive, and trustworthy theory of the

universe as a whole. '

• ..
" " ^

II. The universe is known as at once infinite machine,

infinite organism, and infinite person— as mechanical in its

apparent form and action, organic in its essential constitution, fi ...
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and personal in its innermost being: it is the eternulbj self-

evolviiir/ and s,-/f-inroh:!nff nnitu of the Absolute Ileal and

the Absuhife Ideal in God. • » .

This principle, which alone can give to universal hujnan

experience an intelligible unity in universiil liumau reason,

is the necessary end or outcome oi all philosophy which de-

serves to be called scientific. ]^ means that philosophy

cannot end in the Infinite Impersonal without stultifying

reason and experience at once,— that the Infinite Imper-

sonal is below even the Finite Personal, and immeasurably

b<?low the Infinite All-Person,^ that the- Infinite Super-

personal (or unknown and transcendent God) nuist include

the Infinite All-Person (or known and immanent God), pre-

cisely as this includes the infinite organism and the infinite

machine,— that the Ii*nite Impersonal can only be the

false dream of an Infinite Sub-personal,— apd that to iden-

tify a universe containing finite personalities with an Infi-

nite Sub-per,sonal is to wreck all possibility of conceivii,g

Being as One, by making its oneness a self-contradictory

thought. In other words, Infinite Impersonal Being is an

impossible conception which never has been, and never can

be, thought by any one; to think Infinite Being, however, is

the necessity of all philosophy, and if can only be thought

as at once infinitely mechanical, infinitely organic, and in-

finitely personal.
.

III. The universe itself, as eternaHij self-evolving and

self-inroh-ing unity of the Absolute Ileal and the Absolute

Ideal in God, is the Ethical Realisation of the Infinite Di-

vine Ideal, u-hich reflects itself in the Finite Human

Ideal «,s- ^/((J sun refects itself in the dew-drop ; and the

splendor of its refection is proportioned to the intelligent,

free, logal, and loving obedience of the human soul to if, as

at once the supreme law of Human Nature and the suprevie

. known law of Universal Xuture.
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This principle is the only one whicli can give universal

and necessary objective validity to the Moral Law, kindle

such an " enth.usiasm of humanity" as shull illumine both

the inner and the outer life with divine radiance, or furnish

an adequate and indestructible foundation either to Etliics

or to Religion ; and it can only be derived from the theory

of the universe whicli has been indicated above. These

papers aim to trace the main lines of rational connection

between the hcijhmbi'j and the end of this Philosophy* of

Free Religion, and thereby help to lay solid intellectual

foundations for a new and true Ideal of Humanity— in the

conviction that no ideal can ever become practicable, unless

it'first becomes comprehensible.

\ V



The Philosophy of Free Religion.

§ 1. Tlio foiimlation or beginning-point of all genuinely

scientitic pliilosoi)hy, as 'already intimated, is the principle

that the nnirersal results of the sjiecial sciences, including

the method common to them all,'ure the only possible data of

philosophy as universal science.

In other words, philosophy cannot begin by tlu•o^ying

away the vast treasure of universal human knowledge,

gatliered by tlie cooperative and long-continued -experience

of mankind, in order to construct it afresh from tlie.sole

standpoint of individual consBftiwness. Such a reconstruc-

tion is impossible without using, iki tlie very process itself,

that knowledge which the indiyidual has previously learned

from otliers, from mankind; it is, tlierefore, a manifest, un-

"deniable, and philosophically fatal " begging of the ques-

tion." For this reason (not to mention many others for

which here there is no room), the famous formula of Des-

cartes, " I think, therefore I am," recognized by all compe-

tent writers as the foundation of so-called modern philoso-

phy, represents a beginning-point which does not really

'i)egin ; the veiy words in wliich it is expressed, and with-

out wliicli it could not be clearly thoiight at all, wliether

French, Latin, or English, were learned from others, and

. transmit knowledge to the individual which he tries in vain

to sweep from liis own mind, in order to make a fresh be-

giftning from his immediate self-consciousness and philoso-

pliize without the necessity of acknowledging indebtedness

to his fellow-men. Tlie common experience of mankind

has accunnilated an immense fund of common knowledge,

which enters more or less into the education of every indi-

vidual; he spends years in learning 'this before he can pos-
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sibly begin to philosophize on his own account, and is never

able to separate it wholly from what he' acquires through

his iiulependent activity. " Common sense " designates tlie

cri«/c mass of this 'common knowledge, mixed with much

error ; " science," in the form of numerous special sciences

which sift out the error, establish the truth, and make fresh

discoveries, each in the special direction of its own limited

line of investigation, designates the purified mass of this

common knowledge, freed from the 'crudities of " common

sense," but left still in a disjointed and unorganized con-

dition ;
" philosophy," just so far as it deserves its name,

designates that more profound and comprehensive thinking

which combines the fragmentary data of all the special

sciences, blends them into one rational whole, and consti-

tutes the organized mass of this common knowledge, freed

not only from the crudities of "common sense," but also

from the fragmentariness, half-views, and inevitable lim-

itations of "science" itself. In other words, "common

sense " studies the universe, but only with reference to the

immediate needs of practical life ; " science " studies it with

reference to the needs of exact know-ledge, but only in

arbitrarily limited fields, provinces, or parts ; " philosopliy "

studies it in its wholeness, totalitj', or unity, not only with

reference to the needs of exact knowledge (universal

science), but also with reference to those of practical life

(ethics). Hence no individual can possibly limit the foun-

dation of philosophy to tlie mere data of his own im-

mediate consciousness, since these are themselves founded

on the data of " common sense " and " science " alike, and

presuppose that common knowledge which he has previous-

ly more or less learned from the human race in general.

There is no help for it : philosophy must begin by taking

the existence and reality of Univeusal Human Kxowl-

EDGK as its own given fact, datum, material, subject-matter,

foundation,— or it can never begin at all.
*
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§ 2. Wnt where is this universal human knowledge stored ?

"Where is it to be found? Wliere does it exist as a con-

crete roiility ? Tor, if philosophy founds upon a mere ab-

straction, it will itself be a mere abstraction in the end.

Universal human knowredge exists in Uxivkksal Lit-

EK.VTiuK, using the term in a sense so broad as to include

evcjry permanent record or register of human thouglit. It

is only through comvuinkatioti (tliat is, the "making com-

mon ") that individual knowledge enters into, or adds to,

the great stock of common knowledge, and thereby univer-

salizes itself in a true sense. Uncominunicated individual

knowledge perislies with the individual; only commun-

icated knowledge can become general or universal. Not all

literature is knowledge ; all completely universalized knowl-

edge, however, derives \ts universality from its incorpora-

tion into literature, and exists in literature alone. For lit-

erature, in its essence, is not the mere material instruments

of communication, but rather the meaning which was orig-

inally put into these things by living intelligences, and

which, if it had not been put into them, could never be ex-

tracted from them by other living intelligences. It is not

true that the reader gets from a book only wliat he himself

freely constructs in the reading by the activity of his own

mind. Not a little trash of this sort lias been said and

printed ; but whoever receives a letter from a distant friend

may easily know, if he will, that he receives from it inform-

ution or knowledge wliich lie himself could not possibly

have originated or constructed in his own mind. Univer-

sal literature is, so to speak, the whole mass of letters or

extant correspondence which has been bequeathed by the

past to the present ; it constitutes now .the capitalized

knpwledge of the human race, and grows in bulk from age

to age by the additions of each new generation. It consists,

not in parchment or paper as sucli, but in the essential

meaning, the objective thought, the new grouping of old

„ f ,-.
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symbols sn as t(i make them express new ideas, which orig-

inated ill the mind of the writer, and now reaches tlie mind

of the reader througli these outward signs alone. The me-

dium is material, hut the message is intellectual. This is

tlyj true " telepathy " (not a whit less wonderful because it

is a fact of commonest experience), by which human con-

.srwimnfss comrnunimtcs with human consciousness throuyh

tlidt which is nut human consciousness. The meaning com-

municated must pass through some material medium, vehi-

cle, or bearer, or it could never be communicated at all ; and

the bearer of universal human knowledge, that is, the total

-messak'e which man in the past has sent to man in the pres-

..'iifc-eiit, is universal literature.

§ 3. Now universal literature, being that by which alone

human knowledge can completely universalize itself, de-

- peiuls-upon Universal Language, as a world-wide fact.

The plurality of languages in no wise obscures this fact.

« There is a universal grammar which finds in every language

universal parts of speech, universal modes of combining

them in judgnjents or universal propositions, and universal .

elements of the latter in Uxiveksal Terms. Every word,

in every language, no matter what may be its grammatical

function, is essentially and necessarily -a universal term;

that is. It must be of universal application, or it would be

utterly useless as a word.

§ 4. Thus we find that the universal human knowledge

which supplies to philosophy its only possible datum, sub-

ject-matter, or foundation, is all contained in universal lit-

erature, or, in the last analysis, in universal terms. The

results of science must be permauently stored in this form,

and can only be found in this form. Museums, laboratories,

observatories, and all other machinery of science, are only

so many feeders of literature, and exist for the sake of li-

braries, as so many treasure-houses of human discovery,

study, thought; and all the libraries in the world, cou-

»,*
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sidered in their essence, are only a vast mass of universal

terms. Henco philosophy cannot take the first step towards

comprehension of the results of science, or of the method

which has producetl tliem, without first comprehending what

universal terms really are ; and the actual underpinning of

every possible philosophy, whether the fact is admitted or

not, consists in its consciously or unconsciously adopted

doctrine of universal terms— in its Tiieorv of Uxiver-

SALS. So much penetration as it shows in. its Theory of

Universals, so mucji, and no more, will it show in its inter-

"pretation of Ae Scientific Method, antl this will exactly

measure its Worth to mankind in all time to come. In truth,

the Scientific " Method involves the Scientific Theory of

Universals, and the Scientific Theory of Uni.versals involves

the Scientific Method ; and henceforth philosophy has no

legitimatebusiness whatever except to_ interpret more pro-

foundly, develop more highly, and apply more searchingly,

rigorously, and universally, "that perfect method of science

by which man has mastered all he really knows of the uni-

verse he intabits. The first great task of philosophy, then,

is to lay deep and solid foundations for the expansion and

ideal perfection of human knowledge in a bold, new, and

true Theory of Universals. For so-called modern philos-

ophy rests complacently in a Theory of Universals which

is thoroughly medise^al or antiquated, and shows itself

daily more and more powerless to construct a theory of the

universe tenable in the light of modern knowledge. There

is no room here for any criticism of the past, or even of

any adequate exposition of the Scientific Theory of Univer-

sals itself*, but it is necessary to make a compact state-

ment which shall give at least a glimpse of its three chief

aspects. ,

§ 6. The first form of the Universalis the universal term

or Word. A few primitive words, radicals, or roots, at first

used indiscriminately, gradually developed into distinct
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parts of speea-h, find through phanctic modification, addition

of prefixes or suffixes, composlion, or other modes of inter-

nal or external change, gave rise at last to the numberless

words of existing.languagcs, the relations and affiliations of

which are studied ^)y comparative philology. Every word .

Iftw its own genealogy, reaching far back into pre-histoyio

ages ; it lives a universal 'life quite independent of the in-

dhiduuls who successively use it, and constitutes a per-

manent organic product of a permanent organic community

of "peaking beingSy^Jts universal life lies in its universal

use by the comm*fhity, to express some constant, or imper-

ceptibly changing, universal meaning.

§ G. The second form of the Universal is the universal

meaning, conception, or Coxoept. Just as all speaking is

only a combination of words into sentences, so all thinking

is only a combination of cojilrpts into judgments or propo-

sitions. The concept is a permanently organized and grow-

ing thought, entering into countless judgments formed by

the individual mind, yet always retaining substantially the

same, organic form. This permanent organic (institution

of the concept, quite independent of the individual minds

which successively form and use it, is the most significant

fact about it ; for the permanent and independent constitu-

tion of concepts alone explains the permanence and inde-

pendence of words, as bearers of common concepts of the

. race, and demonstrates an ultimate origin of the concept

which is independent of any and every individual as such.

Every concept lives a universal life in the individual mind,

appearing and re-appearing as a fixed or constant element

in conscious thinking; its universal* life lies in its univer-

sal use by the individual mind, as the essential meaning of

its corresponding word ; and this essential meaning is neces-

sarily determined by the nature of the what-is-meant.

§ 7. The third form of the Universal is the univarsal

*
what-is-meant: tliht is, the universal classes or kinds of
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things, "Ihe universal gonera and species under whiiih all

known existences are discovered by science, or, in one word,

the G'E>iu«. Here we come to the very bottom of all philo-

sophioal analysis. Scioaice claims to know real existences,^

to decla?t! tluur real classes oji- kinds, and, at least to some

extent, to explain their real mutual illations, interactions,

find affiliations. The total results of all the special sciences

may be summed up in two words : classijiciition and genesis.

Indeed, the one 'word classification suffices, for genesis

means only the derivation of class from class, or kind from

kind. Nothing is kno^yn by itself alone ; it is knawn only

through its kind. The essentiafconstitution of every genus is

that of manu things in one kind, one kind in mun)j things:

the unity and the multiplicity arc known inseparably to-

gether. Hence the genus is in no sense an abstraction, but

the concrete totality of Inany realities in one reality ; and

^lis esseiftially^organic constitution of the genus is the uni-

versal ivluit-is-meant of the conee*pt, just as th» concept is

the universal meaning of the word. Science itself may be

defined as Kxowlkdgk of the Ge.vus ; that is, knowledge

of the universe, as the highest kind which includes aU other

kinds.

§ 8. Thus the genus is the universal kind ; the concept

is the universal thought of the universal kind ; the word is

the universal expressibn of the universal thought of the

universal kind. There are here three distinct grades, or

ascending orders, of universality : objective universality in

the genus, subjective universality in the concept, and ob-

jective-subjective universality in the word. To borrow the

terms of mathematics, the genus is a universal of the first

po'wer, the concept a universal of the second power, and the

word a universal of the third power ; and, just as the cube

and the square of any quantity presuppose the first power,

so the word and the concept presuppose the genus. The

word speaks the concept, and the concept thinks the genus

;
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at the bottom oi all, oonditioning the very possibility of

concept and word, lies the genus,'as the only possible unit

of known existence. If science is not tha knowledge of

objectively seal genera or kinds, then thfere is no real

.iinowledge, and a philosophy of the universe is impossible.

But, if science is indeed such knowledge, then the Seientifie

Thcorij of Unlversals (here scarcely more than hinted at) is

the Atamle Theorij of Philosophy ; and the GKXus?the Con-

OEi'T, and the Wokd are the Ultimate Molecules of

Univebsal Human Knowledge. :

k^
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.III.

§ 0. TiiF- importance of the Theory of Uniyersals in the

l)ast, present and future developniont of philosopliic thought

(!annot be overstated. ' Every philosopiiy has grown out of

some form of this theory, consciously adopted or uuconsbious-

ly inherited, as its very^ life-gcrjn ; and every pliilosophy

must follow out the line of development which its own

peculiar form, of the theory miU'ks olit for it beforehand.

The character of its Theory of Universals nioiilds, controls,

and ]H-edeterniines the character of its Theory of Knowledge

and its Theory of Being; and it is the union, or fusion of

these three theories in one comprehensive whole which

constitutes a philosojjhy. Ignoring, therefore, all minor

distinctions, it is n(;cessary at least to glance at three great'

and fundamentally different forms (»f the Theory of Uni-

versals, Avhich for convenience may be styled the Qrcek,

the German, and the American.

« § 10. The Greek theory recognizes the Uxivkksal in

its threefold reality as the Genls, the Coscei-t, and the

WouD, althdugh without sufficiently distinguishing these

one from another. It teaches that the Individual' Thing is

alone real, as the unit of existeitce and of knowledge alike

;

but it also teaches that the Universal, as sum of all the^

real characteristics or marks which are common to all things

of one kind, exists whole ani\ entire in each individual thing

of that kind, and alone constitutes its intelligible reality as

a fact in Nature. This is at least to conceive the Cienus as

(k'liending on man neither for its existence nor for its in-

telligibility,— as being the real intelligible essence of the

individual thing in itself, and, as such, an ultimate origin

of the Concept and the Word. Hence this undeveloped
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Greek theory, teaching the Reality of the Universal in the

. Individmil Thl>i'(/, has been for centuries •fittingly ' denom-

inated liEALISM. • "

§ 11. The German Iheory recognizes the Universal as

the Concei.t and tlio Word, but denies it altogether as the

Genus,— denies it, that is, iJs a reality in a real Nature

known by Man, yet independent of him. It teaches tlmt

the Individual Tiling in Nature, even if it exists, cannot 1)0

known either ill itself or in any of its real relations; .internal

or external. It teaches that the Universal is absolutely

nothing but the work of human reason, has no real existence

except as the Concept and the AV<nd, and, as such, has noth-

,

ing to do with individual things in themselves, which can-

not possibly be known to exist. It teaches that the Con-

cftpt and"th« Word have no ultimate origin but Jfan, and

that the notion of real kitelligible genera in N.ature, existing

independently of :Man, is a monstrous fiction of mere un-

tutored imagination or "common sense." Hence the Ger-

man theory, temdiing the Mere Idvalify of the Universal in

, the Concept and the Word, completely extinguishes, merges,

or absorbs the Gwms in the Concept or Idea, and has long

been iittingly denominated Coxcki'Tualism or Idealism.

In this (;enuau theory of Universals lies the deep, secret,

and generally unsuspected source of all modern Ao.nosticism,

a result which was uncritically accepted, ready-made, by'

Spencer and Huxley from Hamilton and Mansel,. borrowed

by Hamilton and ISIansel from Kant and the post-Kantian

Idealists, and originally developed by' Kant out of Hume

and other adherents of Scholastic Nominalifim. ^

§ 12. The American. or Scientific Theory of Universals,

like the Greek theory, recognizes the Universal in its three-

fold reality, but in a much "fuller, higher, and profounder

sense. The Word is the Uxivkksal of Si'Kkch
;
the Con-

-J cept is the Uxivkusal ok Tiiouoiit; the Genus is the

UsivEiiSAL OF Leixo. The Word speaks the Concept, and
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the Concept thinks the Genus , the content or meaning of

tlie Word is ich'ntical witli tlu! constitution of the Con('c])t,

and the constitution of the Concci)t (provided this bo verifi-

(ible or scientifically true) is identical, so far as it goes, with

the constitution of the Genus. The Genus itself is not a

mere sum of characteristics or nuirks eoninion to. all things

of one kiiid, and therefore real in ft lower sense than^he

things themselves; on the contrary, it is the sclf-rclnted

' ortjunii: ichoh of nmn>j real tlilnrjs in one renl kbid, and

therefore j)reciscly as real or concrete as they. So delined,

the Genus, or Universal of Being, and not the Individual

Thing as such, is alone real. It alone is the real imit of^

all known existence, and therefore constitutes an indispen-

sable co-factor Avith the understanding in originating the

Concejit and the AVord; while the individual thing can

neither exist nor be known out of ne(!bssary relation to itS

kind, but'can exist and be known only in, with, and through

its kind, which, again, can exist and be known-only in, with,

and through a higher kind. What is known through the

Concept and the Word is never the iiidepciulenf, iiolated,

or innvliited thlnij, nor jet the cnmnum essehce of mmiij un-

related tli'tnijs as a mere abstraction, but alwajs the' contrete

kind of man 1/ interrelated thinijn us one self-related realiti/.

Henc<! it is not true, as the Greek theory teaches,- that the

Universal exists whole and entire in eaeh indirldiial of the

same kiml ; on the contrary, it exists only in all the individ-

uals of that kiiul, as necessarily united in the Genus or

Universal of lieing. Neither is it true, as the Gernuin theory-

teaches, that the Universal has no real or intelligible exist-

ence in things in themselves, that is, in Nature as a reality

independent of JIan ; for this is to deny the very possibility

of science, as verified knowledge of s>ich real Nature.

Hence the American theofj-, teaching the liealiti/ of the

Unirersal in the Concrete Kind'or Genus, as the Sole Olfject

at the Scientific Concept and Sole Meanimj of theacientific
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Word, and thoreby preserving all the truth, while correcting

the errors, of both Greek and CJerniun theories, is fittingly

denominated StciUNTiKU: Itr.ALisM.

'
§ j;{. Tiicae tlinm fiindauiental forms of the Theory of

Universals, tlierefore, may bo shortly contrasted as fol-

lows:

—

,

I. Thedrcek theory teaches that the-Indivadual Thiiig-
,

in-itself is the \iltiinate reality, but tliat the Universal

is also real, in a lower sense, as the known essence of the^

Individ\ial Tliing-in-itself.
'

-

II. Tl(e German theory denies that the Individual

Thing-in-itself is known at all, and teaches that the Uni-

versal is real only in the Coiiccpt and the Word.

III. The American theory teaches that the Universal

is equally ueal in the Word, the Concept, and the Genus;

and that i\ Indiviilual Thing and the Universal Kind are

known, each /;i and^ with and tlmmijh thi; othtT, in the

GKXfes-iN-lTSELF. The Word, the Concept, and tlie Genus

arc th(/ ultimate 'niolecules of universal human knowledge;

and universal hnmau knowledge itself, in its purified

form as science, is all reducible in the last analysis to

- KxowLKDfiK oi'- THE Gexvs, "t- that is, to knowledge of the

innumerable genera, classes, or kinds of existence which

together constitute the Universe or Highest Kind (mmmum

ijeiiii.i). .

Thus each of tfie three theories determines in a different

way the Oii.iectof K.Nowi.Ei)(iE, and thereby predctciiniines

a different Theouv of Kxowi.EixiE and Thkouy ok V.kisg.

To the Greek theory, the sole object of' knowledge is the

Ciiirersal in the Iiidiridual Thimj. To the German theory,

the sole object of knowledge is the i'niirrstil in the Con-

cept or Idea. To the American theory, the sole object of'

knowledge is the Uninermil Kind and the Indiridnnl. Thing

as necessarily correlated in the Keal Gexis-ix-itselk.

§ 14. For alljiresent purposes, it must sufHce to exhibit,
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without criticism or argiimciit, tlicse throe theories side

by side, niid leave the thouglitful reader to be arguor qr

critic for himself. The Aiiicric.an or Scientific Th(!ory of

Univcrsals underlies aiul supports the whole fiitiric^ of modern

BCieneb. Science presents itself as exact and verified knowl-

edge of genera, classes, or kinds of real existence, at all-

times ol)serval)l(! and verifiable in the Universe as the su-

preme Geiuis. Tliis knowledge embraces a vast body of

seiontitic concepts, expressed in' scientific words j
and the

truth of each concept depends absolutely on the identity of

its c()nstituti()n, so far as it goes, with that of the genus

which is its con'elate or object. *

§ 1';. But the identity of constitution between a sub-

jective concept and an objective genus reiiuires that thoFC

should bo sonu!thing in common between thouglits and

' things— something which may exist indifTerently in either.

Such a common term is found in the Ixiiekkxt System of

Eelatioxs or Immaxext Uelatioxai. (Joxstitutiox; lor

relations iiiay subsist indifferently between things or be-

tween thoughts, and therefore be the' same in tbotli. ^'or

instance, the relation or ratio bet;\'e«n the circumference,

and diameter of a circle chalked on a blackboard is,i)re-

cisely the same as the relation or ratio between the circum-

ference and diameter of a circle conceived in imagination

:

both relations inhere necessarily in the constitution of the

circle as a (urcle, wliercver found, and are necessarily iden-

tical. In other words, eipuil ratios are one and the same

ratio. Aristotle recognized tlTetruth of this principle un-

'' equivocally two thousand years ago, when he said that, in

such cases, "equality is unity.'' If this principle is true,

then theimmancnt relational constiption of a concept may

be strictly and absolutely identicaf, so far as it goes, with

the immanent relational constitution of a genus.

§ IC. The Scientific Theory of Universals, therefore,

which science presupposes in ^very statenient of cosmical

... . •
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fact or cosmical laWi_ necessarily involves the great, pro-
.

found; and all-embracing principle pf tlie Objectivity op

Relations : namely, the principle that relations are no less

rial, discoverable, verifiable,- and intelligible in the objective^

world thaiuthcij are ih stdijtctive thoxight. The real object

of every scientific concept is a self-related genus in Nature

;

and the possibility of observing and -Verifying it is tlie ab- •

solute condition of the possibility of science. The whole
.

^ business of science is to observe, verify, and understand

real genera in Nature,— that is,' to discover ttem ; it does -

not attempt the iirtpossible task of proving the possibility

of its own discovery, since every such proof is a manifest

begging of the question. The only philosophji, therefore,

which either does or can harmpnize itself with science is

that/ft'hich defends the discoverability of real genera in

.Ifature, or (what is the same thing precisely) recognizes

objective geniric relations as the ifitelligible essence of a real

environment not"- dependent on nfan either for its existent o^
for its intelligibility. &wch a philosophy is that wl. ich founds

upon Scientific Kealism, as opposed to Philosophioal Ideal- .

ism J and no other can justly Ifiy claim to the epithet '

" modern."

§|il7. No philosophy, it is true, can deraonstrr^te by pure

reasoning tliat tlm Genus exists, since all reasoning, liow-

.ever pilre, assumes ttie exiBtJice of the Genus. • But science

has already demcjifctrated ity^stence in the only possible

way, not by pure reasoning, out by observation and verifi-

cation. .If observi-jtlon and verification cannot demonstrate
^

the I'Oal existence of the Gen-us, philosophy itself, in any

saiie sense of the word, is annihilated j for philosophy has

. nothing to work with except concepts, and, since concepts '.

can think nothing whatever but genera, the doubt or denial

of genera is/the destructioti of all concepts themselves.

The legitin^te wo'iik of philosophy is to takfc from science

the cpncepta it lifts already acquired by scientific observation

> •
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and verification, to combine them in new and higher concepts

through philosophic hypothesis, and to confirm philosophic

hypothesis by pliilosophic verification,— in a word, to dis-

cover still farger genera 'than are presented in the limited

fields of investigation of the special sciences, and thereby

to increase knowledge of the whole rekl universe. Philoso'-

phy, in trutb, is only tile compl(^on or higher evolution of

science itself, and can never attlL^ any lii'jher kind of

certitude than, that to which scien?6%as already attained.

This recognition of the results of science as the foundation

of philosophy is not to "beg the question," "take the uni-

verse for granted," or "build on mere baseless assumption";

for the existence of the Genus has been long ago ilelnon-

strated by science in the only possible way, to wit, by .

observa"£ion and verification. The sole " postulate " of phi-

losophy is the Truth OF Science— which is disputable by

. no educated man ; and, at bottom, the truth of science is

the-truth of the Scientific Theory ctf Uuivereals.

• *

^ /^

) -'-..' -....^^•; " •.
**,

%

• *
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§ 18. It has been thus far shown that the real object of

knowledge is not, as the Greek Theory of Unrversals teaches,

the "toile ti" or Ixdividoal Objective Thino-in-itself;

nor yet, as the German Theory teaches, the " Vorstellung "

or Universal Subjective CoxcErT-ix-iTSELF ; but rather,

as the American or Scienttfic Theory teaches, the Univeb-

SAL Objective Gexus-ix-itselk. That is to say, the real

'
object of knowledge is not the concept at all (though this,

^afcn. may become a real object of knowledge), but that which
,

IS really known.by means of the concept : namely, tlie Keal

UxivEKSAL Kind of Real.Ixdividua; Things, inter-

nally so self-related ^ to constitute one essen^-al whole out

of many essential parts, and rendered intelligille through

this teal internal self-rekition.

§ 19. Against this determination of the object ol knowl-

edge may be arrayed the current>lotiohs of the "rektivity

pf knowledge."
" This doctrine, a truism or a falsity accord-

ing' a? it is 6onceived, is toft often made to take account only

of theicognitive relation between the object and the subject, ,

ignoring altogether the internal self-relatednpss of tT e ob-

ject in itself— which4s the main part of the business. The

argument commonly foun?tWW|^t is that, since the object

can only be known in relation to the subject, and sincf man's

knowing-faculty is necessarily limited anil imperfect, there-

fore*ma?i can know mthhiff of the ohject as it is in Use/f.^

This conclusion is fa^ too laifee for the premises. From'

these it only follows that m:y('s knowledge of the object is

limitedandimp^rfect— whiclK^ true; it does not follow

that man knows nothing of the^pbject as it is in itself—
which is- false. The above conclusion makes two enormous
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assumptions : that the object as J^naicn must of necessity

be totally different from the object as it is in itself, and that

,

the oliject as ft isMn^ itself cannot be known at all, unless it

is known ivhollij. Keither of these assftmptions has imy
foundation in reason or in fact. Just so far as man discovers

the real internal self-relatedness of the object, just so far he .

knows it as it is in itself ; for to know it " in itself " can

only inean to know it in its internal relations. Science,

which is his verified knowledge l^oth of extij^iyvil and inter-

nal rehitions of the object, is at once th^ !||easure D&id the

proof of his knowledge of it as it 'is in wself.

nationally interpreted, the doctrine of the " relativity of

knowledge " means merely that man can know the object

so fart)nly as he has the capacity to know it— which is

surely a very innocent proposition ; but to interpret it as

meaning that man cannot at all know the object as it is in

itself is to commit the absurdity of denying the very possi-
,

bility of human knowledge. For " not to know the object

as it is in itself " is either (1) to know it as it is not in itself,

which would be absolute error, or else (2) not to know it at

all, which would be absolute irjnorunce. To one or the other

of these all human knowledge is reduced l»y the common

interpretation of the doctrine of the " relativity of knowl-

edge." The world needs a wiser doctrinfe.

§ 20., So important to a truly scientific theory of the

universe is thorough comprehension of the Scientific Theory

of Univevsals, and, in particular, of the principle of the In-

TELLKilliLK IvK.VLITY OK THE GeXUS-IX-ITSELFj that a siuglc

clear and simple illustration of this principle will be no

waste of space. Let us take the " family " as an easily

conceived instance of the real genus in itself.

In modern civilized communities, the political unit is the

individual ; but the social unit, as distinguished from the

political unit^ is the family, since society as such consists

onl}- of CQmplcte and incomplete families. The married

f
•
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individual is a member in eacli of two complete families—
that from which ho sjjrang and that which he himself founds.

The unmarried individual is an actual member of the family

from which he sprang, and also- a possible founder and

member of a new family of his own ; hence he mus^ be re-

garded as existing partly in a complete, and partly in an

incomplete family. J ^L
Every complete family aJ^uch is essentially and neces-

sarily composed of several individual members— father,

mother, and one or more children. The father is related

to the mother as husband, and, the mother to the father as

wife ; their reciprocal relation is marriage. The father and

mother are both related to the children as parents, and the

children to the father and mother as offsprine^*ttieir recip-

rocal^ relation is parentage, on the one sidjj^fnd filiation, on

the other. The children are related to^gffch other as brothers

and sistors : their relation is that of brotherhood or sister-

hood. Father, mother, and cbildren, although separate in-

dividuals, are constituted a real family by these interrela-

tions of marriage, parentage, filiation, brotherhood, and

sisterhood ;; tliesfe family relations themselves, in their total-

ity, make up the family constitution, and are precisely as

real as the individuals related, inhering in the family as

snch and as a whole, and subsisting neither in any one in-

dividual member nor in any outside observer. If there is

to be either a real father, a real mother, or a real child, then

there must be a real family of all three ; there can be no

father without a mother and a child, no mother without a

fatl||r and a child, no child without a father and a mother.

Naj^ more : no individual as such can exist except as a

member of some fajnily precisely as real as himself; the

reality of his family is the absolute condition of -his own

reality, aAd, vice versa, the reality of se^^;ral individuals is

the absolute condition of the reality of the family. All

individuals compose the genus family. All families com-
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pose the g«nus society. All societies compose the* genus

mankind. All individuals =^11 families = all societies =
all mankind.

In this union and interrelation" of man/ intone and one

in many, in this immanent relational constitution by which

niany individuals exist and are indissolubly united in one

kind, lies the very essence of the family as such; it is this

system of inherent relation's, precisely as real as the in-

dividuals related, and wholly independent of any outside

observer, which constitutes the intelligible and essential

reality of the family as a genus in itself. Every family

must be relationally constituted in ordeKeitlier to he a family

or to he J^notvn as one ; every genus must be relationally

constituted in order either to be a genUs or to he knoini as

one. Immanent in the very nature of being, this principle

of the objectivity or reality. of generic relations is the

absolute condition of the possibility of a' Would-Ordeb;

and, immanent in the very nature -of knowledge, it is no

less the absolute condition' of the possibility of a Would- ,

SCIEN'CE.

§ 21. Xow in order to escape from the dense fog of error

which, generated by the doctrine of'^li^ exclusive subjec-

tivity of relations, has settled heavily o^vn over ^o-called

modern philosophy under the malign influence of the

German Theory of Universals, let us imagine an outside

observer^ as knowing subject, set in actual relation to a par--

tieular faniilj', as object known.

I. First of all, it is to- be noted that the observer and the

family arc, numerically considered, tico distinctand i>0kpeiid-

ent realities. So far as they are now related in the mere

act of knowledge, one is the subject and the other is the

object of this act ; to this extent they are reciprocally de-

pendent,— that is, the present act of knowledge is condi-

tioned upon their being brought into present relationship.

But, so far as they exist in themselves, neither subject uo^
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object is at all dependent upon the other ; the ohs|i-vcr is

intcUi'jcnt ill himself, independently of the family, and the

family is intMl'jlble hi itself, independently' of the observer.

The present relationship of knowledge is necessary neither

to the intelligence of the subject nor to-the intelligibility

of the object, nor yet to the real existence of either.

II. Xext, it is to be noted that ichat the subject knows of

the object, in the present relationship, is identical with the

concept which results from that relationship. If the ob-

server's knowledge is real (that is, if it is neither error nor

ignorance mistaken for knowledg'e), then his concept of the

family reproduces subjectively and accurately the objective

relational constitution of the family. AVhut the observer

knows is, not his, own concei)t, but the family itself
;
the

concept is simply his knowledge of it. Otherwise, the

family woidd not be the object at all -^ which it must be in

the case supposed. As self-conscious, the observer doubtless

knows his own knowledge, too ; but his knowledge of the

family, if real, is primarily knowledge of the family ^itself,

and only secondarily of the concejjt of th^iajnily.

III. Further, it is*to be noted that theidfgree, quantity,

*
aad quality of the obseft'er's knowledge of the family, in

the case supposed, depend on two conditions: (1) on the

fulness artfl accuracy of his previous knowledge of the real

genus " family " in general, and (2) on the fulness and ac-

curacy of his observation of tliis family in particular. If

the observer were only a child, he would know little of the

real family constitution in general, and would necessarily

s forin a very vaaj^ml inadequate concept of this' particular

family; and sdflBlhse, if he were a chance visitor from

some planet wj^ere l)abies grow on trees or fall in raindrops.

Only he who already possesses profound knowledge of a real

kind will quickly and thoroughly comprehend a new case of

that kind, and then only if he keenly and comprehensively

observes it. The adequacy of a concept to its object must

J
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always depend on previous tliorough understanding of the

genus to which the object belongs, and of tlie loweu and

liiglier genera to whicli this genus is related in Nature.

Our observer can " know " the family, as object, on no other

terms than these. The price of all knowledge is experience,

and this price he nuist pay.

IV. Lastly, it is to be noted that the concept (that is, the

observer's actual knowledge'of the family) is a product of

two cquuUfj real co-factor's, the observer and the family as

subject and object. The observer is intelligent in himself,

—

more or less so according to his native capacity and the

amount of his previously acquired knowledge ; the family

is intelligible in itself,— its intelligibility (since all rela-

tions as such are essentially intelligible) being simply the

necessary consequence of its relational constitution. The

concept, as actual present knowledge of the family by the

observer, results from bringing an intelligent subject into

actual relationship with" an intelligible object ; it is deter-

mined to be what it is, and not otherwise, bj- the united

determinant influences of both. Certainly, if the object

did not impress, affect, or act upon the subject in some way

or other, it could never be known by the subject at all, and

the concept would not in the least degree reproducj its re-

lational constitution— which the concept incontrovertibly

does, if it is real knowledge of the object at .all. J/ow this

result comes to pass is a difficult problem, to be solved, if

possible, by the Theory of Knowledge ; but that it comes

to pass is an undeniable fact, if any real knowledge existi&

at all. Whatever theory may be advanced to explain the

"origin of knowledge," every such theory must recognize

the trutli that subject and object are equally real co-factors

in all real knowledgCj or else must come under the ban of

all theories which despise and falsify facts. The influence

of the object i.s proved by the fact that real knowledge of it

exists
i
the influence of the subject is proved by the fact
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that tliis real knowledge is limited and imperfect. But the

very limitation of real knowledge of the object in itself is

proof that such real knowledge exists ; for nothing can be

limited that is not itself real.

§ 22. Xowjet us inquire how the observer, as subject,

and the familj-, as object, would be related, if the German

Conccptualist Theory of Universals (namely, that the sub-

jective universal concept, or " Vorstellung," "and not the

objective universal genus, is tlie real object of knowledge)

were true.

It follows from the German Theory tliat, like husband

and wife in the old common law, tlie observer and tlie familij

are one, ami the obserrer is that one. According to this

theory, the colicept is the only real object of knowledge

;

the genus cannot be admitted to have? any reality at all, as

distinguished from the concept. But the concept of the

faniil}-, in the case supposed, exists nowhere but in the ob-

server's mind ; heiifte the family, so far as it really exists,

exists only in the observer's mind, and cannot exist at all

outside of the observer himself.

The onlj' apparent or plausible escape from this absurd"

cohclusion is to argue that tlie family at least exjsts in the

concepts of many observers, and therefore must essist out-

side of any particular observer. But to this argument the

reply is obvious and crushing : namely, that " many ob-

servers," if thus unguardedly^ and most naively conceded

to exist, would necessarily constitute a real objective genus,

independent of our particular oteerver and all liis concepts

;

and that,' if one such real genus may exist and be known as

separate from his concept of it, it is preposterously illogical

to refuse to recognize another such genus in the family.

The German Theory of Universals has but one logical ter-

minus— Solipsism, or tlie philosophy which denies all real

existence except to the solitary philosopher hiinsel f.

In short, the German Theory, if logically adhered to.
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altogether absorbs or extinguishes the object in the subject,

tlie family in the observer, the universe in the theorist, and
"
(lestroys tlicrcby the possibility of uny real or scientific

hnuirh'dye ; while, if not logically atlheved to, it is totally

worthless for science and philosophy alike. Further criti-

cism of it is unnecessary here. The Scientific Theory of

Universals, applied in practice, is the Sciextific Method
j

and that will be the subject of our next paper.

»»
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§ 23. What is the Scientific Method ? Nothing is

more common or more confusing than a loose, vague, and

indeterminate use of this phrase. It is the object of the

present paper to give definiteness and scientific precision

to a much abused expression, by showing that the Scientific

Method is neither more nor less than the Uxiveksal •

LEAKXixG-PuocEsa»— the process by which man, individual

or collective, has learned everything which he now knows

;

and, further, by showing that this universal learning-process

is neither more nor less than the Sciextific Theory of

UXIVERSALS APPLIED IX PRACTICE TO THE ACQUISITION

OF Knowledge.

§ 24. If science is real knowledge of the universe,—
that is, neitlier ignorance nor error mistaken for knowledge,

— then, self-evidcntly, the "method" of science is nothing

but the ivay in which that knowledge has been acquired. It

is no mystery ; it is the familiar process by which we have

learned whatever we really know. Common-sense applies this

process clumsily on a small scale; the separate sciences

apply it skilfully on a large scale, but in arbitrarily limited

fields of investigation
;

philosophy, or World-Science,

applies it skilfully on the largest scale to the universe as a

whole. The fundarilental identity of the learning-process

in common-sense, in science, and in philosophy,— in other

words, the absolute nnity and continuity of method in all

acquisition of knoivlcdge,— is the constitutive and distinc- .

tiv6 principle of scientific philosophy as such.

Nothing could be more unscientific, unphilosophic, or dis-

astrous to the cause of ripe reason, tliaii the contempt for

so-called " common thinking " which is fostered by the un-
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modernized philosophy grounded on the German Theory of

Universals. Common thinking is only immature and inac-

curate thinking; but the maturest and most accurate think-

ing must first pass througli the stage of immaturity and in-

accuracy. The difference is one of degree only, not of kind.

Tlicre is hut one nniverse, whose particular phenomena

change, hut whoso essential laws ar« unchanging ; there is

but one human reason, whose special applications vary, but,

whose essential laws are unvarying; the fundamental unity

of the imiverse and the fundamental unity of human reason

logically necessitate a fundamental unity of method in the

application of liuman reason to the universe. Hence it is a

thoroughly irrational and incredible supposition that there

should be any philosophic method whatever which is funda^

mentally diiferent from the Scientific IMethod. The abso-

lute unity and continuity of method in all acquisition of

real knowledge is, we repeat, the first principle of a genu-

inely scientific philosophy.
'

§ 25. Consider once more, in the light of ail that has

preceded, how the Scientific Theory of Universals determines

necessarily the Object or Jvxowlkuge, and then note lipw

tliis dotermination of the object of knowledge explains the

one and only possible way of acquiring knowledge— the

universal learning-process or Scientific Jlethod.

' I. As already shown at length, the complete object of

knowledge is never the Indiciduul Thing, never the Vnicer-

sal Concept, but always the Universal Genus. The Genus

is the unity of many individual things reciprocally related

in one universal kind ; and the intelligible essence of the

Genus is ^his internal relational system of the whole as a

whole. The Genus may or may not be related, as a present

object of knowledge, to a present subject of knowledge, in

a present act of knowledge ; but this non-essential and tran-

sient relation to a subject in no wise affects or changes the

internal sclf-relatedness in which the intelligible essence

I
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of the Genu^ consists. Nothing but this internal and per-

manent relational constitution of the Gcnus-in-itself can

explain the fact tliat, whenever it becomes an object of

knowledge, many independent minds or subjects of knowl-

edge derive essentially one and the same concept from it.

Tliis significant and pregnant fact did not escape the eagle

eye of Kant himself, when he said ( rrolegomena, §18):

" There would be no reason why the judgments of otlier

minds should necessarily agree with my own judgments,

were it not tliat the unity of tlie "object to wliicli these

judgments all refer, and with which tliey all agree, requires

them all to agree one with another." If Kant had only

adhered to this profound insiglit into the indepen(^nt, im-
.

manent, and determinant constitution of the object as a

Jciioffii tliiu'j-in-itself, and if ho had not constantly neutral-

ized it by declaring the thing-in-itscif wiknowablc, the Ger-

man Theory of Universals would not have been for a

liundred years the chief obstacle to the progress of philos-

ophy.

II. The Concept is not an intermediate third term be-

tween the object and the subject of knowledge, but is itself

the very act or relation of knowledge between them. The

IciiDwiiig (in ohjcct is itself the concept of it. Even a false

concept is only partially false— the false combination of

elements separately true. Nothing could have been more

unfortunate for i)hilosophy than the clumsy "hypostasis,"

or transformation of a mere act or relation into a thing, by

which the Concept has been set up in German metaphysic

as itself the only real object of knowledge. The perma^

nence of conceptual knowledge is a fact due to memory

;

but this fjict does not wipe out the other facts that the ob-

ject of oil kn<m-hdge is the genus hnoicn, and that knowledge

jicrislies when the genus is forgotten.

III. To the (piestion, « What is that ? " the invariable

answer is, " A book," " A. house," " A tree," or some other
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kind of things— a genus always. The amount of informa-

tion imparted by the answer is measured by the amount of

knowledge respecting that kind of things already possessed

by the inquirer. Nothing whatever is or can be known as

absolutely single or unrelated, that is, as out of its kind.

The only possible answer to the question, " AVhat is that

tiling ? " is to tell the kind to which that thing belongs.

Know the kind, and the thing is so far known; know all

the kinds to whicli it belongs, and the thing would be abso-

lutely oc exlijiustively known. If absolute or exhaustive

knowledge of anytlung is unattainable by man, tlie reason

is that his knowledge of tlie innumerable kinds of things is

necessarily incomplete. But it is much to know in what

knowledge consists— much to know that knowledge is al-

ways of the thing through its kind and the kind tlirough

its tlnngs : in a word, that its object is necessarily and in-

variably the Genus-in-itself. For it is tlie fact of the inde-

pendent, permanent, and immanent self-relatedness of the

Genus-in-itself -vvliieh renders the universe intelligible ; and

it is thorough understanding and appreciation of this fact

which render a philosophy of the universe possible, nay,

inevitable. Science has already accumulated abundant ma-

terials for a comntehensive w'orld-conception : nothing is

now nfeeded buty<mlity to comprehend them.

§ 2(3. Frotnf^ll this it follows tliat the learning-process,

identical in couynon-sense, science, and philosophy, must be

the patient and continuous Discovery of Gexeka hy Ex-

i-ERiKXCE. If, the internal self-rclatediiess of the Genu^

exists independently of human reason, yet is knowable and

discoverable by it, then the only possible learning'-process

• must be the Observation of Nature. Such has been

from the beginning the Scientific Jlethod ; and this is noth-

' ing but reducing to practice the Scientific Theory of JJni-

versals, namely, that the real object of knowledge is the

Genus alone. As so often happens, practice has gone in
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advance of ^theory
;
yet theory alone ultimately explains

pi'aotice. Scientific practice took for granted tlic-existence

and knowablcness of genera and species, and their discover-

ability by observation. Indifferent to all philosophical

skepticism, it resolutely set to work to discover them ; and

the result has been such a vast accumulation of indubitable

knowledge of Nature as to confound and overawe skepti-

cism itself. In making the initial assumption of knowable

and discoverable genera in Nature, and in employing obser-

vation and experiment as its means of investigation, science

lias only improved upon the immemoriallnethod of common-

sense— the method Avhich every child necessarily adopts

in its earliest acquisition of knowledge, the method which

every man adopts in the world of affairs, the method which

every skeptic himself adopts in his ordinary life. And it

turns out in the end that this practical method, tested by a

thoroughly modernized theory of universals, is at bottom

the only philosophical method— the only possible founda- j,

ti(m of a scientific philosophy.

For from the German Theory of Universals, that the , •

real -object of knowledge is the Concept alone, it follows -.

that the Avhole learning-process consists in the mere Dis- •

covERY OF CoN'CEPTS BY CONSCIOUSNESS and the Develop- ».»

MENT OF Concepts by Pure Keason, independently of

real genera and species in Nature as a known thing-in-itself.

Hence Kant unequivocally declares ( Prolegomena, § 3G ) :

"The [human] understanding does not derive its own

a priori laws from Nature, but prescribes them to it."

Again ( § 38 ) :
" The unity of objects is determined merely

by the [human] understanding, and indeed according to

conditions which lie in its own constitution ; and thus the

[human] understanding is the origin of the universal order

of Niiture, since it comprehends' all phenomena under its

own laws," etc. In other words. Nature, as a reality ex-

isting independently of the human understanding, has no
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discoverable unity or order whatever, and i? absolutely un-

knowable in itself. This. is a flat denial of the results of

science, which consist in verified discoveries of an imma-

nent and generic order and unity of Nature, known by, but

in itself independent of, the human understanding. Thus

the German Theory of Universals, denying all knowledge

of real genera in themselves, denies the truth of science,

and the possibility of any method \y which the immanent

constitution of Nature may be learned bj» man ; and there

we leave it. ^

§ 27. Now the Scientific Metllod, whether practised un-

skilfully and narrowly by common-sense, skilfully and

broadly by science, or profoundly and comprehensively by

philosophy, consists in three essential steps.

I. Obseuvatiox. Man observes Nature, and thereby

gratjually discovers its real genera. Since the real object

of knowledge is invariably the Genus-in-itself, there must

be obse«va{iion and comparison of many individual things

before the generic relations which unite them in one natural

kind can be even in part discovered,— that is, before knowl-

edge as such begins. These generic relations ramify far

beyond the reach of exhaustive observation by man. Hence

result the actual limitation and imperfection of human

knowledge, on. the one hand, and, on the other hand, the

absurdity of setting up any arbitrary or fixed limits of

luinian knowledge, so long as there is a possibility of

making further observation, or of inventing artificial aids

to observation, or of strengthening and developing the ob-

serving powers themselves. Grant the existence of observ-

ing powers in Man and the^xistonce of genera to be observed

in Nature, and science is possible; deny either factor of

human knowledge, and science is impossible. It is wholly

immaterial to the truth of science whether we can, or cannot,

frame a Theory of Knowledge which shall explain exactly

and fully in *hat observation itself consists. Uotv we ob-

I
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serve may be doubtful ; that we observe is inilubitable.

Kant reasons that we have no faculty by which .to observe

things in themselves, and therefore gannot know them ; sci-

entific philosophy reasons that we do kno^v' genera in them-

_ selves, and therefore must have faculties by which to observe

them. The very first step in learning anything is Observa-

tion, and common-sense, science, and philosophy alike would

be impossible without it.

II. Hypothesis. Man not only observes rdal genera

in being, but also creates ideal generalizations in thomght.

By imagination, inference, and reasoning, he combines the

data of observation into tentative concepts of possible real'

kinds. All reasoning is classification. Deduction is reason-

ing from the constitution of the universal kind to that of

its individual things ; induction is reasoning from the con-

stitution of the individual things to that of their universal

kind. The syllogism itself, the universal tyjie and instru-

ment of all reasoning, affirms both in premises and in con-

clusion the reality of generic relations, and absolutely

prestipj)Oses the truth of the Scientific Theory of Univer-

sals. Hypothesis, the enly means by which.man can freely

eidarge his intellectual horizon, is itself a more bridge

between initial observatiorf and final observation. For no

hypothesis as such is knowledge; but hypothesis becomes

knowledge, when new experience has set upon it the seal of

its own confirmation.

III. Exi'EuiMEXfAi. '\'V:kificatiox. This is the testing

of hypothesis by fresh observation. If an ideal generaliza-

tion, subjected to this crucial test, proves to have been a

genuine anticii)ation of experience, it can only be because

fresh observation at last 'finds the real genus which the ideal

- generalization anticipated, and to the discovery of which it

successfully guideil. This is the essence of all Verification,

the last Step of the Scientific Method, the confiwnation of

hypothesis by fresh observation, the discovery in Nature of
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a real genus which an ideal generalization sagaciously di-

vined in thought. The Scientific ISIethod begins with Ob-

-SKKVATION, proceeds with Hvi-otiiesis, and ends with

FuESn OliSKKVATION IX EXI-EUIMENTAL VeKIFICATION
;

and what it observes, what it anticipates, what it verifies,

—

in one Avord, wllat it learns,— is invariably the Beal

Gexus-ix-itselp.

§ 28. Thus the Scientific Method, or the universal learn-

ing-process by which all human knowledge is acfiuired, is

neUher more nor less than the Scientific Theory of Univer-

sals reduced to practice. Tlie doctrine of the Real Gexus-

in-itself, as discovered by the- Scientific Method, is the

TiiEOKV OF BEix(i ; and that will be the subject of our next

paper. ,. . ,

r
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VI.

§29. The Scientific, Modern, or American Theory of

Universals, which results necessarily from analysis of the

Scientific jMcthoil, m Scientific Eealism, as opposed to.

PiiiLosoriiicAL Ide.vlism; and it determines the snbdi-

vision of. scientific philosophy into its three great depart-

ments, the theories of Buixfi, of Kxowixo, and of Doing.

The Scientific 'Jaieory of I'.eing results from analysis of the

Gexus-ix-itself, and constitutes Ontology or Coxstructive

Realism, as opposed to all forms of Constructive Idealism.

Th^cientific Tlieory of Knowledge results' from analysis

of the CoxcEPT, and constitutes Psychology or Cuitioal

Realism, as opposed to all fornis of Transcendental or

Critical Idealism. The Scientific Theory of Conduct results

from analysis of the Word, and constiti^tcs Anthroponomy

(including Ethics, Politics, and Art in its ^videst sense),

Sociology, or Ethical Rpalism, a#*pposed to all forms of

Ethical Idealism. The Scientific Theory of the Universe,
.

as the absolute union of Being, Knowing, and Doing in the
*

One and All, results from comprehension of these three
,

theories in complete organic unity, and constitutes Organic

rhilosophy; Scientific Theology, or Keligious Realism, as

opposed to all forms of Religious Idealism.

§ 30. The problem of the scientific theory of Being is to

determine, so far as it can be determined by the philosoph-

ical use of the scientific metho^the actual constitution of
(^

the universe as a whole, that is, as the Highest Known Kind

ofEeulor Concrete Being; and thereby to form a Scien-
'

TIFIC WOKLD-COXCEPTIOX.

§ 31. In order to grasp the full meani;ig of this problem,

let us take, for example, a familiar instance of the known
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kind in the liuman race. The words' "Man," "Humanity,"

and "Alankind," although in pojmlar use cinidoynd vaguely

and almost iuterehangeably, will serve our turn, if for

]n'esent j)ur;)oscs we may he permitted to limit their signi-

lieation hy preeise definitions.

]iy " JIan," then, let us understand the Coxcrete Isdi-.

viDUAL ; that is, any and every living member of the human

raeo in the fulness of his individual reality, inoluding, on

the one hand, all that is peeuliar to him as aparticular man,

and, on the other hand, all that is common to him with

other men in general.

r>y "Humanity," let us underetand the Abstract Class

Essence, including only the universal nature which is com-

mon to all men as a class, and excluding all that is peculiar-

to each particular man as an individual. " Humanity " thus,

ex})resses what we. all know as "human nature," which

everybody recognizes as a mere abstraction by itself alone,

and which nobody nowadays mistakes for an independent

reality ;
jt is real, but real only as existing in all real men.

La.stly, by "MaitTvind," let us understand the Coxcrete

Uxiveusal Kixi> oil Gexv-s, the human race as a whole,

inclH(t»ng all concrete individuals with all their individual

peculiarities, and including, therefore,' that universal

• " human nature " which, though a mere abstraction by itself

alone, is nevertheless conipletelj' realized in each real indi-

vidual, and in the race as a real whole of real individuals.

§ o2. These definitions bring, out clearlj" the fact that'

" Humanity," the abstract class essence, is realized equally

, in the individuab " Man," and in the genus, " Mankind "
;

it constitutes that by which we reason from one to the

other. Such is necessarilj- the ca.sc with every genus. In

every genus, the constitution of the Coxcrete IxDivinrAi,

and the constitution of the Coxcrete Kixd recipVocally

make known or revealjuvch other, just so far as each real-

izes and cpntains the Abstract Class Essexce.'' True,
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the individual has his indiviaual peculiarities, sueh as his

"face"' or "make " uf individual features as a whole, which
;

is.never exactly duplicated in any other individual; while

th« genus equally has its generic peculiarities, such as

lieredity, bisexuality, gregariousness, and all other attributes

which can exist only through the social correlation of many

individuals in one kind. These peculiarities are not com-
'

nu)n both to genus and to individual ; but tlie abstract class

essence, unreal by itself alone, yet realized in both, is

common to both< Hence the constitutions of the genus as

genus and of the individual as individual, containingeftwnlly

this coniuion identical element, necessarily \yj/^, reflect,

or reveal each other to that exteut; knowfeilgS of this

coniniou eleuu'nt in one is necessarily ItujAvledge of it in

the other also. The individual is a knowii fact; society is

'no less a known fact; but each is known only through tlie

other, and what makes either known is what makes both

known at the same time: This is the reason why, in gen-

eral, the individual thing can be known only through its

kind, and the kind only , through its individual things.

Upon this great pri"<^ipl'^ °f ^^'^ liEch-uocAL. Kkvelatiox.

OF Tnixfi AND Kixi) rests, on the one hand, the possibil-

^

ity of liiduBinn, or reasoning from the constitution of indi-

vidual things to that of their universal kind, and, on the

other hand, the possibility of Deductlw, or reasoning from
*

the constitution of a universal kind to that of its individual

things. It is the antecedent condition, not only of all scien-

titic hypothesis, but even of the syllogism itself, the uni-

versal type and instrument of all reasoning whatever. It

is safe' to say, therefore, that no i)rinciiTle, whether in formal

or in applied kjgic, ^las a firmer foundation in science, nay,

in the eternal constitution of reason itself, than this puinci-

ple which«fesults from analysis of the Iteal CJenus-in-itself

:

namely, Thk Ixdivujual Concketk Tiiiso and thk U.vi-

VKHSAL Co.NCKETE KlXD ReVJJAL EacII OtIIEK TUKOUGII

"!.
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THE AnsTUACT Class 'EasENCE wjjicii is common to both.

On its logical side, this principle is the Fimdumeiitul Law

of Human Knowledt/e; on its ontologioal side, it is the

Fiimhtmeiital Law of the Natural Se/f-Bevelation of Being

to Thought. It ('onstitutes, therefore, the foundation of the

Scientific Tlicory of Being.

§ 33. Xow it is precisely this profound and irrefutable

principle, this indispensable basis of all scieifce and all

reasoning, this necessary constitution of the Ileal (Jenus

which renders the universe intelligible by mind, that Agnos-

ticism unwittingly and blunderingly' violates. Philosoph-

ical, conceptualistic, or idealistic Agnosticism builds in vain

on the -exploded German Theory of Ujiiversals (see §§9-

22), and needs no further notice here. I'oimlar Agnosti-

cism, however, which has no Theory of Universals and

therefore no l'hilosoj)liy at all, professes to build on ""the

facts of science, and to be as realistic as science itself.

AVhile it claims scientific knowledge of genera and species

in Nature, as real kinds of real things, it iit the fame time

denies all scientilie knowledge of Nature in its infinite

unity, as the supreme Kind of Kinds,— denies, that is, the,

-possibility of a Scientific Wokld-Concei'tiox. It thus

proves it.self totally incapable of perceiving tliat, from the

incKe Jogical nature of the case, scientijic knowledge nf finite

gencra-in-thcmsvlces is iiercssurili/, Just so far, scientijic

knowlctlge of the Infinite Genus-in-itself—toUiWy incapable

of perceiving that two in one hand and two in the other

hand constitute /»»)• in both Jiands. In other words, popu-

lar Agno.sticism possesses all the elements of a Scientific

World-C()ncei>tion, but does not possess synthetic ability

enough to put them together or see the wliole in the sum,

of the parts.

For, i)recisely as the individual thing is related to its

. kind, so is the kind related to its superior kind, this to the

kind next superior, and so on^till that highest kind of all is
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reached which is iilenticnl with Nature, thcUniverse, the

One and All of Existence,— with Infinite Itcal Being; and,

precisely as the constitution of the lowest kind is manifested .

or revealed in the constitution of the lowest individual

thing of tliat kind through tlii^ abstract class essence which

is connnon to both, so is the constitution of the supreme

Ivind of Kinds, or Infinite Eeal Being, manifested or revealed

in the constitution of the whole vast chain of kinds down

to that indiviihinm which closes the series, be it atom,

ether-unit, monad-soul, or what it may. The minimum of

real knowledge, therefore, \^,JHst sofnr, real knowle<lge of

the constitution of the Universe in its unity, totality, and

infinitude. In other words, the nature of the Infinite Whole

reveals itself necessarily in the naturd of each and all of ita

infinitesimal parts and each and all of its included kinds, in

proportion to the relati^^lovation of each part or kind in

the scale of -being. This not only is so, but must be so, if

the Scientific Theory of XJniversals is trius-; and the^e is no

truth in science or in human reason, if that theory is false.

It is logically impossible to deny all scientific knowledge of

the Univeke in its infinite unity without at the same time

denying all scientific knowledge of it in its infinite multi-

l)licity° for knowledge of the least of its parts is, precisely

fd'that extent, knowledge of the whole. If popular Agnos-

*
ticism only had enough philosophy to understand and follow

out the logic of its own denials, it would be a mad plunge

into bottomless, shoreless, skylcss Ignorance— the suicide

of reason itself in a delirium of cowardice and self-di.strust.

From this self-amiihilation it escapes only by contradicting

itself more sto\itly and more unblushingly than the Athana-

sian Creed ; and for this reason alone it is safe to i)rcdict

. that the reign of the Agnostic Creed over modern liberalism

will.be short.

§.'54. In its simidest form, then, the problem of the

Scieutitic Theory of Being is: « Whut hind of a Ciurerscis

-
'.''.'

• I
,

• -.

i
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this?" Either the Uiiive'fse is of no kind at all (wliioh i,s

absiml), or olso its kind nnist be dcU'rniined and di.scovo!rcd

in strict accordance witli tiie known nniversal law of all

kinds: namely, the Jieciprocal Itevelution of Thinrj and

Kind ,thriiii;/h fhe Abstnict Cliiss Exueiiee whifh is common

tohiitli. The i)rol)l('ni can be solved only on the ju'inciiile

that the essential constitntion of the Universe more or less

repeats, reflects and reveals itself in inir.iatnrc in the con-

stitution of each of the innuuicrable concrete kinds of which

it is itself the absqlnte unity, althougli it cannot completely

'reveal itself except to itself in this same absolute nnity. It

is not necessary tluit all of tliese kinds contained within

the Universe should be known by man, in order to enable

him to attain real knowledge of the constitution of the

Universe as a whole, and thereby to form a scientiiie world-

conception; real knowledge of any of these kinds is, just

so far, real knowledge of the Universe as the supreme

Kind of Kinds, and, the better its internal subordinate

kinds are known, so much the'greater will bi; man's knowl^

edge of the supreme Kind of Kinds itself. Hence the'

orderly progress of science is the natural growth of man's

kliowledge of Infinite Being, and constitutes Kkvklatiox^

in that strictly natural sense of the word in which alone

science can emjdoy it.

. Anything arbitrary, miraculous, or supernatural, anything

beyond or contrary to experience, anything inconsistent

Avith known fact or known law, anything incapable of veri-

fication by ascertained cpngruity with the already ascer-

taiiK'd Order of Nature, would be utterly inadmissible in

seientilic philosojihy, and therefore utterl}- inadmissible

liere. For this reason the thoroughlv transcendental con-

cei)tion oi' the " Unknowable," in any otheV sense than that

of the Xoii-Ejcistcnt or the Nonscnsirtil, nnist be rigorously

excluded as a mere superstition, since itconfessedly denotes

that which is beyond all possible knowledge or experience.
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>

The Uifeiiown, however, must bo adinittrd to bo as certainly

real ns tho Known, Kiiifio every sto]) in the triunii)hant

march ot sfieiico, every discovery in the \m\^ history of

man, lias essentially consisted in the conversion of the Un-

known into the Known, and since thus, by the wiliest [lossi-

,A)le induction, the reality of the Unknown has been estab-

iSdiod b(?yohd all controvei-sy as an object of i)cri)etually

poslUble experience. Xo "transcendental" conception—
no cViception, that is, which transcends actual or possible •

expergtweC^can be recognized as legitimate in scientific

pWTosopliy ; there is no such thing, therefore, as'^'Tran-

Bcendental ll^alism "—^^a name which is self-contradictory,

and hence utterly devoid of meaning.

It remains now to ajiply the principle of the Reciprocal

Revelation of Thinrj and Kind to the solution of the ])roblem

of 'the Scientific Theory of Being ;
" What kind of a Uni-

verse is this ?"

§ 35. The Universe, as the su])reme Kind of Kinds

which contains all other kinds witlxin itself, is the real

genus-in-itself in its absolute and all-comprehensive mode

of IxFixiTK Beixo. It cannot, therefore, exist as one

among many universes of like nature ; it must be the One

• and All, or it is not the univers^. Ilence fhe multiiilicity

involved in J;he essence of every kind as such must be found,

in the case of the sujjreme Kind of Kinds, not outside of,

but within, its own infinite unity ; that is, the constitution

of the Universe as a whole cannot be discovered by com-

paring it with other infinite wholes (but one infinite whole

being possible), but only by studying the constitution of

its own finite parts. Eacdi known part reveals one real

character of the whole; all the known parts together reveal

all the real characters of the whole which have thus tav

come within the reach of human knowledge. Whatever

p.Hiis or characters remain still unknown can only sujiple-'

ment, never subvert, the reality of those already known.
\-.•

','- „ ;:\ •. ',
'

' '
•
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Otherwise knowledge itself is an absolute impossibility,

seieiice is all an illusion, and, as I'indar sang, " Man is a

shadow's dream."

§ [MS. Now each of the real and concrete forms of exist-

ence wliicli are known to man, bimndless as their inimber

and variety may appear,, falls nevertheless nndc^r one or

another of three great categorical Types of Hkal Bkixo:

namely, the Macuixk, the OI^(iA^•ISM, and the rKiisox.

The grounds of this division cannot be given at present;

they will sufHcu'ntly manifest themselves in the course of

what follows. The original (piestion, "What kind of a

Universe is this '!" tecomes now the more definite question,

" To which of thti tliree great types •£ real being, Machine,

Organism, or Person, does the Universe belong ? " The

subject of our next paper will be to consider whether the

:Machine alone constitutes an adequate basis for a scientific

world-conception.

J'

\
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VII.

§ 37. Tho roal essence of the individual thing and the

real essence of tho universal kind more or less rei)e!it, exism-

plify, (Iiid iniinifest each other through the abstract class

essence which is coninion to botli. This fundanu'utal law

of the KF.cirKOCAL Revelation ok Tmxa and Kind (see

§§ 31, 32) is inherent in the constitution of every real genus-

iu-itself ; it is equally inherent in the constitution of every

concept. Hence it constitufes, on the one hand, the' Law
OF THE NatUUAL SeLF-EeVELATION of liElNG TO TllOUfJlIT,

and, on the other hand, the Absolute Condition of Ilr-

MAN Kxowledoe; and the scientific method is tho practi-

cal application of ir, in the study of Nature. The abstract

class essence of a kind, determined exactly (though never

exhaustively) by tlie scientific method, isldentical, as a sys-

tem of relations, with the S«;ientifi(; Concept of that kind,

and, by means of scientific nomenclature, receives measura-

bly exact verbal embodiment in the Scientific Definition.

Upon the possibility of this exact determination and dis-

eriinination of real kinds in tlte real system of Nature, giving

rise to a conii)lete hierarchy of scientific concepts of abstract

class essences, depends unconditionally the possibility of all

Scientific Classification. Science would vanish into

Nescience, if these principles of Scientific Itealism could be

overthrown.
'

• »
'

§38. Now the great system of natural classification,

carried as far as possible by the various special sciences in

their various limited fields of investigation, must be carried

still further by scientific philDS0i)hy or Wcft'ld-Science, aiul

qulininates in.the discovery of TntfEE Primordial Types

OF Beal Being in Nature, so far as Nature has yet come
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• * •

within tlin snope of the investiKuting faculties of mnnkind.

Tlio iihysiciil sciciiccH liiul their ultiinato fioiK'reto unit in

tlie At<(M,(ih individiiiili/i'ddiit of uiiivcrsal cosniiciil Ktlicr,

— tlift pliyHiologiciil or liiologicul scii'iKies in tli« CvA.h, as

indivi(]iiali/iMl out of.nnivcrsal living i'rotoplasni,— andtlio

j)sy(di(>loj,'i('id or moral sciences in liie Sij^.k, as individual-

ized out of universal human Wiu/i^wA they lind their

proximate concrete units respectiC'ly iu the Machisk, tlio

OiKiAxisM, and the I'eusox. ' It isVwn these three Natural

Types of J{oal licing, as actually kin^vn in human experi-

ence, that scientilic jjiiilosojdiy must OmwA its only possible

scientific world-conception or Idea of^^atuuk.

§39. Let us, then, "hefjin by deterijflininf; exactly the

scientific concept of the Machine, as wc Tiljl it actually and

concretely' presented inhuman experiencelin order to dis-

cover how far it throws light upon the total constitution of

Nature ; that is, how far it is scientificaJy legitimate, in

accordance with the law of the reciprocal re4'elation of thing

and kind, to conceive the Universe in its >iiilty as a Machine.

§ 40. Professor T. M. Goodeve {The Elements of Mech-

anism, London, 1880), begins his tre/tth^ with the follow-

ing definition: "A JIacliine is an Wseniblage of moving

parts, constructed for the purpos^j^transmitting motion or

force, aiul of modifying, in vf^ijoiis ways, the motion on

force so transmitted."

A distinguished jdi'ysicist, iji a private letter to the writer

. under date of June C, 1889, gives another definition, sub-

stantially identical with the preceding, but iu some respects

more precise from an exclusively mechanical point of view

:

" My definition of a Machine is a collocation of matterjuiving

for its function the transference of motion or the transfoVua-

tion of motion." ' tf

It will be noticed by keen critics that, in these definitions,

(1) the Machine is only vaguely conocived as a unit, and^)

that the expressions " constructed for the purpose " and
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"havinpt for its function" both introtluce extra-mechnnical

coiiccptioiiH— the former a conception which \h strictly

psjcliolof^iciil, and the latter a conception which is strictly

physiological (not here nuitheniatical). It is possible to

devise a rigorouHly niechaniisal dtilinition, as follows:—
A Mar/line i'.v a material Whule, of collocated material

PartH, Inj Vrhich, both an it'hole andaa Parts, Motion is either

transferred or transformed.

§ 41. For aH the uses of mechanics or [iliysics, this last

definition is ((uite sulHcient, because these sciences very

properly limit their consideiutt<»^|flf the Machine to its ex-

clusively physical and maijpmaticai relations, which have

nothing to do with the questionj^^^VliQ made it?" and

"What was it made for ?J^T."liey are satisfied, therefore,

with an extremely impiyiltct and mutilated concept of the

^lachine ; their 8i)ecialf)roblems never involve that concept

in its fulness and integrity, as it is derived from all actual

experience. The antlrf^iological sciences, however, such

as sociology, arcbltlology, or political economy, could nof.

advance a stejj/U they were limited to that skeleton concept

of a piirtly Aiistuact Macjiixk, transcending all actual

and possible experience, which satisfies all the require-

mentsMf physics or mechanics; it is the Real Machine,

not the ghost of it, — or rather the full and integral

concept- of the Real Machine as drawn from human

. experience, not this same concept .with essential parts

omitted,— which -alone can satisfy the requirements of the

anthropological sciences. Ilcnce we find two widely differr

ent concepts of the Machine, one lopped or truncated in

physics and mechanics, the other rounded and complete in

anthropology, yet both equally scienti^C and equally useful

as the basis of sound scientific inferences

§42. For instance, take the axe— a A^pl being only a

very simple case of the Jfachine.

Physics would consider the axe in use (an kce not in use

/
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would .cpaao to be a Macliino at all) as being only amass of ,

nvattcr in motion, ancnloiiig work in the communication of t

motioe to Honio otbcr nuiss of niatter— would calculate its

nionicntuin, or (H{antity of motion, as the product of its mass

by its velocity, and its Htrikinj,' force, or kinetic energy, as

the produf't of half its mass by the siiuare of its velocity.

That is, physit'S would conceive the axe aoMy aa a link in

the great cliiiin rif jilii/sirtil aumes anil effirts— wouU recog-

nize it only as under the law of causality, and ignore it

altogether as under the law of finality— would treat it ex-

(ilusively as a material fact, ajul refuse all inquiry into its

origin or inirposes as involving extra-pliyaiciil conceptions

and problems. And this eviscerated concept of the A\)stract

Alachinc, Ixmig sufficient for all purely physical problems,

woidd bo alPthat is i)roperly admissible into the science of

pure physics.

Hut anthropology would consider thtf axe only as a Ileal

Machine— would conceive it as essentially a tool or weapon
'

constructed by nmn, and constituted as a causal means to

some definfte human end, sucji as chopping wood or kilUng

an enemy. This is the concept of the axe in its essence and

its integrity, as a Ileal Machine known in human experience.

I f a stone axe-head were found buried deeply in some ancient

alluvial deposit, archreology would take it to be a cogent

])roof of thoxfllistence of man liimself as its maker in im-

memorial antiquity, and would reconstruct out of it a whole

past of paluiolithic or neolithic savagery. This inference

of archa!ology would be precisely as sound, scientific, and

1 necessary as any possible inference of i)liysies, and would

lead to this general anthropological definition :
—

A Machine is a Causal Means between Man and some

definite Human End, both external to the Machine itself.

Is it not plain that, in order to understand the Heal

Machine in its integrity, as opposed to the Abstract Jfachinebf,

in its partiality, science itself requires us to supplement the
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physical with tlio nnUiropologiciil concppt of it, at least so

fur 118 to r<'('<)},Miizt' tlic ciiiiHiil iind tlio telcological clomcnta

as uquully t'MHOiitiiil in its conHtitutioii ?

§43. Seit-ntific i)iiil()S(ri)liy, hotvovcr, must son further
'

than 'physics, aiithrnpolofjy, or any other special Rcicnce.

Fninklin dcscrilicd iiiiin as " tlic tool-inakiiiK animal "j and

the construction of nuudiincry in general un(iuestional)ly

lies at the foundation of all civilization. Froui the simple

tool, siu;h as kkg f'"*') H'" needle, or the fork, up to the

vastest and, most complicated machine, such as the jirinting-

press, tlic ,Jac(puird silk-loom, the ship, the factory, the

cathedral, the railroad, the telegraph, or the city, the con-

struction of machinery, as the practical work of intelligence

in the subjection of external Nature to man, is, in one point

. of view, at once the cause and the effect of all human progress

in the knowledge of Nature ; for, in telescope, microscope,

. spectroscope, laboratory, observatory, museum, or library,

science, no less than industry and conimercc,xlcpend8 upon

the Real JIachine. .

Hut man is not the only animal which makes machines.

Honeycombs, ant-hills, spider-webs, birdsncsts, beaver-dams,

fox-burrows,— all. such constructions are esserttially ma-

chines ; nay, even climbing-plants convert projections or -^

mere roughnesses of contiguous surfaces into ladders or

machines for raising themselves into the sunlight. It

matters not whe'lher the end which a given machine effect^

originatesi in human reason, in animal instinct, or in fhe

depths of organic constitution as such: the essence of tiie

Real jMachiue is to mediate rausnlly between an Organism

and its End, and whatever does tliat is a Real Machine.

§ 44. Let us see^ then, Avhether it may not- bo possible

to comprehend jiU the elements of truth' contained in the

• physical and the anthropological dcfinitiowB of the Machine

in a. higher philoso])hical definition. It i,4~th.e aim of jdiysics

to include only the strictly causal element in its concept,
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mill wirofully/to exclude from it all recognition of the teleo-

loKicnl «]fin(jrit; lusnce the result is a di'tiuitioii of the

Almtrar.t Matiiiiic, (luito adequate to nil tlio iiniljlcuis of

plivsics, 1)11/ totally iiiadcciuiite to problems involving the

J{(CLU.i«<une. It \h tlie aim of untliropoloKy to inelude iu

itTi conci'iit luitli the causal and th(! teliMilogical elenujiits so

ii* as they relate to,*nan, but no further; ht!?IWi the result

yf a deliiiition of the Ileal iMacdiine, ade(iuate to the pioh-

Mems of anthropology, but inadeipiate to all higher prtdiU-ms.

It is the aim of seientilic jdiilosophy, however, to include

in its eonee|)t amjile reeoKuition of both of the equally essen-

tial elements,- euusal and teleologieal, and, by scrupulously

adapting it to all known forms of the Iteal ifacluye, to

render the eoiieept itself adequate to whatever problems •

actual human experience may present. Hence we may

accept the following as a partial- and provisional philosoph-

ical definition :
—

A Real Machine is a vialerial Whole of collocated mate-

rial I'arts, consfnicted by an Onjanism as n Causal 2feaHS

to some definite Organic End of its own, and so constituted

throughout as to effect this End by either transferring^«r

trunsforming Motion.

§ 40. Tliis concept of the Machine, as is self-evident,

contains' all the essential elements of the physical and the

anthropological concepts, but is more comprehensive than,

either. It recognizes fully the physical or causal element,

and thereby completelj^ includes the Abstract Machine of

physics ; it recognizes fully the teleologieal element, and

thycby converts the Abstract Maidiine of physics into the

Keal Machine of anthropology ; it universalizes the Ileal

Machine of anthro[)ology so as to relate it to the whole

organic kingdom, shows that the concepts of the- Maidiiue

and of tlie Organism are universally, necessarily, and ijisci)-

arably connected, and thereby raises bt>th concepts to the

level of seientilic philosophy.
». . . - . '
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But still something is wanting to a complete comprehension '

.

of the RealTHacliine. What is the nature of this yniversa!,

necessary, and inseparable connection bitween the Machine

and the Organism jt Tressing onward 10 find an answer to

this question, we ^re led td a discoverAof supreme impor- |

tance; namely, that the constitutions of the Machine and of i,

the. Organism invoice each the Mher, and therefore are intet- >

iigihle each'through the other alone. . , *

§4G. In the liglit of thfs principle, the Real Machine,

fppears iij a strikingly new aspodt; AVhen it is said in

common speech,. "The man cuts the grass," "The man

shoots the bird,",or "The man writes tlie letter,"" the ex-

pression is not literally true ; for it is the scythe that cuts,

^e gun that shoots, the pen that writes. But there is a

.l\ofound truth in the common phrases. For the. man and

the scytlie, the man and the gun, the man and the pen, «on-

stitute together, in each ease, a larger organic whole; and

it is really this /larger organic whole, this Self-Extexded

^ Organism, which doei the act. The scythe, the gun, and .

the pen i^re, in "truth, only so many artificial prolongations

and special modificati6ns of '4he hand; and by these, as

causal means, the man himself is enabled to perform acts

otherwise impossible. That is to" say, the scythe, the gun,

or the" pen,— in general, the Eeal Machine,— is only an '

Abtifici<\jl and Sepakable Orgax fob Self-Extexsion

or THE Oroaxism. AVhen not used, it is only a function- '^^

less lump of matter ; when used, it"derives from the Organ-

ism a transient and artificial life as a temporary Organ; its

oiily life lies in its use, and lasts only so long as it is used.

§ 47. ^ Still more striking, in the light of the sanie prinr

ciple, is the new.aspect in which the Organism itself appears*

Every single organ in the Organism appears in a new aspect

as itself a Natural Machixe, since it invariably functions

as a causal means betwden the entire Organism and somn '

definite Organic End. But, instead of originating in any {|
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constructive process of which/ tlie Orgapism as a«whole is

conscious, tlie single organ originates in that unconscious

process of self-evolution b}' which the Organism as a whole

comes into beinfrjAjough the inwardly constructive forces

of Nature. IlflHB^e Organism itself, as a unitary com-

plex of organs which mediates eausally between itself and

all its own Organic Ends, necessarily appears iii anew aspect

as, in truth, a Self-Making and Self-Wokkixg Natural

Machine.
'

§ 48. Thus- we find ourselves led irresistibly, by a chain

of conclusive scientific rea»oning, to this complete and final

philosophical definition of the Heal Machine :
—\

A Iletil Machine is a inuteritd Whole of collocated material

Parts, constructed hij an Onjanism as a Causal Means to

some definite Organic End of its own, and so constituted-

throughout as to effect this" End hij ^Ather transferring or

transforming Motion. Every Real Machine is either artifi-

cial or natural, the Artificial Real Machine hting an Artifi-

cial Organ of the Natural Organism, and the Natural Real

Machine being the Nifural Organism itself; and erery Real

Organism is a Self-Making and Self-Worling Real Machine.

It remains, in our next paper, to consider what will be

the result of ai)plyi1>g the concept or the ^Machine; .-ts suc-

cessivt'ly elaborated by physics^ by anthroi)ology and by sci-

entific ])hil()soi)hy, to the fofmatiotf of a Scientific AVorld-

Couceptiou or Theory of Being.

•

« •
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YIII.
I

• '

§ 49. The science of aritliiuetic conceives the one

the many as mere rohitioiis of quanWty in Abstract Xu

and (lisiogai-ds altogether the Real Things wiflibut

.no relations of number am be real. The .science

etry conceives the point, the line, the surface, anff the solid

as mere relations of quantity in Abstract Form, and dis- .

regards altogether the Real Substfinee without which no -

relations of form can be real. In general, the sciences of> pure

mathenifttiQS form no concepts except those of Abstract

Quantity, Xun^Jber, and Form, out of which no scientific

world-conception could possibly lie constructed except that

of a purely AjjsTUACT Univeksk; for they rigorously sup-

press or exclude all concepts of ,lvenl Si\jjs,tance as essentially

.

non-mathematical. .'

''

^
' *)

The sciences-of chemistry and phyisics, however, while .

^
. „

adoi)ting and using the matiiematical concepts of AbstraplPt . <^

Quantity, Number, and Form, introduce new cpncept^vojE*''" 0''^^

their own in those of Real Jlatter as ]Mass or ^[olecule. Real
'^

Motion, and Real Force or Energy. Chemistry deals with
^

•

t]je molecular motions and forces of matter, physics with its
"

molar motions and forces; both sciences, however, agree in

rejecting from their concepts all recognition of the relation .

^

of Eiul and Means, and including in them recognition of the

relation .of physical Cause and Effect jxXone. H(?nce tire

physical or chemico-physical, concept of Real Substance »s

that of the Abstract Maciiixk alone, not of the Real JIa- -

CHiSK in its wholeness at all (see §§ 40-48).

These skeleton concepts of mathematics, meelianics, phys-

ics, ajid eheniistry are perfectly true as *far*s they go? and

no one can think mathematicall>.or physically except by

. ,
' H^. r' '

• .
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taking and using them as they are. Not the slightest doubt

or s^hi' is. here meant to be cast upon the right to employ

strictly mathematical co'ncepts alone in mathematics, or.

^strictly pliysical concepts alone'in physics ; the progress of •

science would be rendered difficult/perhaps impossible, with-

out that division jf labor which can be effected only by the

legitimate usejof abstractions. -But no possible use of ab-'

stractions which separate \vhat.is realjy inseparable can lead

1^0 a scientific theory of Real Being as a whole. When it V^

comes to that, scientific concepts drawn from reality in all

the fulness and integritj^ of actual human experience can

alone avail to frame a really scientific world-conception, a

truly philosophic Idea of Nature ; and philosophy, or uni-
.

versal science, is jusi as much entitled, nay, just as much

necessitated as any special science to frame concepts of its

own, provided that in framing them it scrupulously follows

the scientific method.

§ 50. Now the physical concept of the Abstract Mafiliine,

like the mathematical concept of Abstract Quantity, can, if

applied to the formation of a world-theory, yield only tlie .

concept of an Abstract Uxiverse ; it can never j-icld more

than certain elciffents, fragmentary and few, of the concept

of the Ek.\l Uxivekse. Refusing as it does all considera-

tion of the relation of End and Means, and recognizing

only the relation of Cause and Effect, the science of physics

has no principle save the principle of causality upon which

it can claim to ground a cosmical theory. It must conceive

all events whatfver as exclusively pliysical events, as noth-

ing but motions in masses of matter ; and it must explain

all sequence in these inotions as governed exclusively by

physical causation. No other conftept than this of a pureljr

Abstract Universe, in which nothing pan ever manifest itself

excei>t the monotonous reign of iron physical necessity, can '

possibly be extracted from the Abstract'JIa(^hine of i)hysics.

But let us see whether this abortive concept ^f universal
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physical necessity alone can maintain itself under a dose

and keen scrutiny.

§ 51. If, for instance, all the motions of matter^which

occur throughout Space at any given instant of Time could

be comprehended as one infinitely complex motion, pure

physics would conceive this onje complex motion as the phys-

ical resultant or effect of a similar complex motioil in the

instant next preceding ; and all motions in the liistory of

the cosmos would thus be reduced to a cingle concatenatsed

series reaching back into a limitless past,— an infinite re-

gress in which each term would be at once an effect to its

antecedent aaul a cause to its consequent. In this case'

(which is simply an attempt to conceive the Abstract ]\[a-

chine as the Abstract Universe), what rational notion could

be formed of the causal nexus itself, as uniting antecedent

'
and consequent ? The Abstract IMathine is abstracted f/om

^ the Keal Machine,' tacitly even by physics ;
but an Abstract

Universe wqiild necessarily be in itself all in all, and there

could be, therefore, no Real Universe, more inclusive than

itself, from which to abstract it. If physical causalit}-, then,

were the sole real principle of the universe, what must be

the nature of the causal relation itself ?

§ 52. M. Deschanel (^Elementary Treatise on Natural Ph i-

losnjihy, Everett's revised sixth edition. New York, 1880)

defines Eorce as follows : " Force may be deftne* as that

which te?i(ls, to proihtce motion in a body at rest, or to prn-

duie change of niotion in a body which is moving. . .
We

obtain the idea of force throwjh our own eonscioiis exercise

of muscular force, and we can approximately estimate the

• amount of a force (if not too great or too small) hy.fhe

effort vhirh n-e have to mnhe to resist it; as when we try

the weight of a body by lifting it."

M. Naville (Modern Physics, Downton's translation, Edin-

bfi^gh, 1884, ].. 35) similarly says :
" The idea of force has

its origin in the action uhich u-e exert upon our organs, and
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by Dur organs upon foreign bodies. If We tahe o-u-ay

[iibstruct'\ the sense of an initial and free power, tlierere-,

mains the idea of a simple motive power. This power,

se/HI rated [_absfivefed'] from its immediate co7isciousness, 'is

no longer conceivable than^in the manifestation of its eifects

;

and therefore force, as it is considered in physics, has no^

other determination possible than the motion which it •

produces.". . . " The doctrine of tlie inertia of matter is the

.centre of all the conceptions of modern physios. . . Inertia

excludes from matter all power of its own, other than that

which relates to the occupation of place and to motion ; it

therefore reduces the coilceptioii of bodies to mechanical

elements " (Ibid. p. 42). Countless passages of like tenor

.

ihight be cited. The italics in these passages are ours.

Conscious Effout, then, is the only expervential origin

and ground of our concept or rationul notion of Force in

Nature, as efficient cause, effectuating energy, or dynamical

antecedent of the consequent " effect "— the ex-factiim, " tluit

which is out-made (from within .the cause itself)." Now
this so;nething within the "efficient" or "out-making"

cause which is " out-made " in the " effect " is, in every case

of conscious effort, a preconceived end. "We are utte'rly

incapable of making any conscious effort except in order 'to

do something, to accomplish some preconceived end ; we,

ys conscious causes or forces in Nature, necessarily unite

in ourselves both preconceired end and executive cnenjy, as

the absolutely essential elements of every effort ; and we

know nothing of our own executive energy except as we

exercise it in putting forth or executing the preconceived

end. In all effort, the two elements of end and energy are

indissolubly united. So far as it can be understood through

conscious effort, therefore^ Force in Nature is the executive

energy v'hich i)uts forth some preconceived end into out- '

ward fact : the K?:al Cause Out-JIakes the PRECOXcEivkn

End IX THE Keal Effect, axd the Beal Effect is tiiij

s/
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Out-Made Trecoxceived Exd of-tiie Eea i, Caise. Hence

1 the two concents oi Efkriext Caisality and Finality

are inextricably interlinked and united in that of Eeal

Coxscious Effoht, as' two insfparahle elements of one

rational notion ; and, since the concept of Motive rojjjie, or

Dynaniie Cause, is confessedly derived, even 'in physics,

from Eeal Conscious ^Effort alone, as its only origin and

ground iu,hunian experience, it caiinnt be foi-med at all as

a rational notion, if either of these inseimrahle elements is

arhitrarih/ stqipressed. '

% i)3. From these results it follows that the concept of

an Abstract Universe founded npon that of the Abstract

Machine is, if taken absolutely, not only irrational, but

_ impossible ; for it destroys itself. As we have just seen,

'
Causality and Finality are intelligible only through each

.

other, and neither by itself alone is intelligible at all ; hence

an infinite regress of causes and effects from which all rela-

tion of ends and'uieans shonhl be rigorously excluded would

be rigorously unthinkable, because empty and nonsensical.

Looked at externally, such a series would sliow no causal

nexus whatever, no iirinciple of rational connection among

the terms ; nothing would be observable but mere sequence

or time-succession. It is only when looked at from within

that a principle of rational connection and unity is discov-

erable in the imUssoUthle union of aiiisnHtii a iid finality.

In tlie case of an infinite regress of causes and efTeets with

no ends and means, the only i)ossible experiential concept

of ]Motive Force, Kinetic Energy, or Dynamical Cause

would be irretrievably broken 'up, and would therefore

disappear ; the relation of cause and effect would itself

vanish together with that of end and means ; nothing would

be left but the relation of antecedent and conseipient—
mere secpienee or time-succession. All communication of

mo'tion frain body to body would, as Descartes discovered,

become essentially incomi)rehensible. In trying to isolate
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• *
the Principle of Motion as Cause and Effect without End
(iitd Means, phj'sics jvould extinguish Causality by suppres-

sing Finality and Efficiency at once ; its own principle of the

AiisTiiAtT Cal'se would slip through its fingers altogether,

and it would retain nothing but the principle of Siccession

IX Time. Hence tjie Abstract Universe of physics would

lose all principle of rational unity whatever, and crumble

away into the impalpable dust of an infinitude of Atoms,

whose motions would manifest no other coherence than

that of a more irrational Time-Skiues.

§ 54. Jte^^cient proof of this conclusion is the con-

firmatiolRf it given by the history of human thought ; for,

whenever the attempt has been made to conceive the course

of Katuve causally, but not teleologically, the inevitable

result has been, as in the case of Descartes, Hume, Comte,

John Stuart Jlill, and countless others, to deny efficient

causality altogether, and to resolve the causal ne.xus into

the relation of ijiere invariable antecedence and consequence.

But the result of this perfectly logical procedure is a denial

of all real unity in Nature: the infinite series of motions

in matter becomes a mere time-series, without any rational

or comprehensible connection among the terms, and Nature-

itself breaks up into a chaos of atoms, an infinitude of

material units, moving externally according to no. discov-

erable or intelligibh; law. This is the suicide of all cosmical

science, including physics itself. The One is lost irrecov-

erably in the infinitely llany ; and the only possible Theory

of lieing whioh remains is that of chaotic and irrational

Pluualism. •

§ 5"). In fine, physics alone can never become philosophy.

The Abstract Machine (the Keal JIaehine from which it is

abstracted being tacitly recognized in the background,

though not directly employed, by physic^ itself) is a legit-

imate scientilic conceiit, indispensable in purely jdiysical

' problems. But the concept of an Abstract Universe as an
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Absolute Unit, with no rceoijnition tvhaiei'er nf a ItSul

Unlversr from vhuh to ohstract it,-rim Abstract Universe

' witli 110 iiiiil'ying priiieiple but tliat^of an Abstract Cause,

which, heiiiij Just iis empti; of aiii.sal I'fficicnnj as it is of

cuusaljiiiaUti/, crrhiilvs all real coinmuiiieatioii of motion,—
tliis concept is at once a scientific absnrcbty ami a phi- .

losopliical-mongtrosit}-, and cannot possibly maintain itself
.

in reason. ^ince a mere time-series is in no sense a causal >

concei)tion, the causal nexus must be conceived as including •

End and ileaiis, or it cannot be conceived at all. AWvepeat, \

physics alone can never become philosophy ; for to startr

,witli the Abstract' Jfuchine, find to proceed with no otl(^

principle than the princijile of the Abstract Cause, is to end

with M\ Abstract Unlrerse in Aissolitk 1'i,i:i;ai,i.sm as the.".

Theory of Being. But Absolute I'luralism is overt rfpudia- .

tion of thaj; absolute nil it 1/ in multipliciti/' which^ is the
'

essential' aim of all philo.soiihy._,

\§ 50. \Vhat Theory;^of Being, tlwiii^ ftiri be logically and

philosophically developed out of tjnj Keal Machine of

anthroiioloj^y ? Briefly, nothing butaj^iisoLUTK Diai.i.sm.

If anthropology, ,ai5pires to become phjlosophy, it can clinilj
'

no higher than TiiEoLOdicu- AXTiiuoroMoisiliisM.

olluman ait cannot originate the materials it works with,-

but finds them oiiginallj- i«iven in external Xaturc. The .

man is licre, the iuacliine is there ; even when in active use,

the machine ficquires ii» higher spatial unity \ntli tike man

than that of|,meie collocation or juxtaposition. Tor all that

'

anthropology alone can 'see, the two are absolutely two, not

one ; it is only from the lolitier standpoint of scientific phi-

losophy that a pi'ofouiul underlying oneness of the two

comes to light (see.§§ 40-48). To antliropology, the ma-

chine and its maker or user are fundamentally and uncon-

ditionally two, external to each other; and the anthropo-

logical concept of the Ileal Machine is, therefore, an essen-

tially dualistic one. '

,
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Now this huinan dualism of Machine and Makek, if

applied to tlie fonuation of a world-theory, (fan lead only to

.*v dualism on a larger scale— to the irredeemably anthropo-

mori)hic conception of God iind the Universe as essentially

external to each -other and fundamentally independent of

each other.' For instance, Descartes, the great Dualist

founder of so-called modern'philosophy, " lieholds the entire

universe as a Single immense, machine, whose wheds and

springs were arranged at the beginning, in the simplest

manner, by an Eternal Hand" (M. Thomas, Klmje de Des-

curte.i, crowned by the French Academy i» 1705, Imd pre-

„ fixed to Cousin's (Eiinm <h Desmrtes,!. 'd\). It avails -

nothing to introduce the principle of "iiat' creation," or

absolute origination of a universe out of nothing bya mere

command ; for this principle violates every law £)f IJeing

and of Thought alike, r.econciles tto discord, possesses no,

eleinent of nntdligibility, and is absolutely valueless in

philosophy. The introduction ^f it into^ philosophy (for

instance, in the "natural theology" of ifutler, Talev, and

so many others) lias only availed to discredit -the ])rinciple«--

of teleology itself, and to iiostpone the deve.lopmeftt.ol a .

truly scientific eoncejition of teleology in >'ature.'

The anthropological concept of the Heal" ilachine'is

perfectly valid in anthropology itself ; but, when itj'is,,

< applied to philosophy and de\*eloped into the cosmological" "

doctriiu! of AnsonTi-: Dialism, its fundamental limitatiorts
,

and defects are brought to light in its failure to fullil the

essential philosophical ideal— to discover the principle of

'

ahsohite viuti/ In midtiplkitij. Dualism is only I'luralism

written small— I'luralism reduced to its lowest terms;

what tells against the latter tells also, though in a less

degree, against the former. I'hilosophy cannot attain its

', ' goal in anthropology; anthropology alone, like physics,

alone, can never become philosophy.

• § 57. Xow, precisely as the Abstract JIachine of physics
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can become nothing but Ansoi.UTE Pluralism in philosophy, •

and as the l!o:vl ]Mac^iine of anthropology can become noth-

ing lAit Absolute Dualism in philosophy, so the Keal • ,^-

Machine of scientific philosophy can become uotliing but

Absolute Moxissi. .
,

That the real universe is in some sense one, is beyond "

dispute ; the absolute unity of the universe, or, as it is moi-e

usually aiul more loosely ]ihrased, the "uniformity and
_ .

universality of natural laws," is the necessary presupposi- t -

tion of all seientilic investigation. Further, that 4his bij'es '

real universe is in some sense a machine, lias long been a
^

scientilio truism.' Eut in what sense ? Is it an Autikicial
'

M.A.C1IIXE or a Natural Maciiixk ? Anthropological Dual-. •

ism, aiiplying too literally the analogies of human art, con-

ceiffis it as an Artificial Machine, and explains it as the '

',

°
<;,li'i"di'^^'Oi'li," "ot of a natural, but of a s\ipernatural

"Maker," a "Great Artificer." But scientific* philoso\ihy
;

has shown (see §§ 43-48) that every Artificial Machine is

really an Arti ficial axd Separable Ouf;ax op A Natv ral
; ,

Or(;axism; and i^ is self-evident that there can bp no Nat- • ..

- ur'al Organism outside of Nature itself . Heiice theilniirersti-t,.
^

*•

„cannot 1)8 an Artificial Machine ajt all: jt can onIy.be*a
^

*
. V

Natural'Machine. Biit the' only knowJ\ Natural Machine ,,. .^>
'

is the l>KLr-]\[AKixoAXE„f^LF -Working MAciiixE-^tifat ^ '

isrthaP>teAL(,^KGAxisM. Conseq\i#itIy, if the.Uni-i^grse is a' ~

•Kea'l Mjvciiixe at «11 (atid" alljpenee proves that it],i»so).

Jithere is no logical esca])e fi;onB|lie" conclusion that 'it is at

the sahie time a RealOrg^-isjw

§ 58. The case thus far may be briefly summed up as
-'

"

follows : Nature, or the^^niverse, being by scientific proof

and unanimous confession a Eeal irACiiiNE in some sense, *

the only logical escape from the conclusion that it is the

aHificial handiwork |f a supernatural and antliTopouiorphic -^

Artificer, separate%rom Nature in space and disparate

from Nature in kind or esseuce, lies in the counter-conclu-
.
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sion that it is tUe natural result of its own self-evolving,

self-directing, and self-sustaining Immax?:ntExeiu;y. There
'

are but three alternatives: (1) the Chaotic Abstkact

UxivEiiSK of physics and Absolute Pluralism
; (2) the

Aktifkial Iveai, Uxiveuse of afithropology and Absolute

Dualism j and (I!) the Natlkal Keal Uxiveuse of scien-

tific philosophy and Absolute Jlbnism. Out of these three .

alternatives (the only possible ones from the standpoint of '

scientiiic lealisiu^, the third alone is congruous with all

hunii^ experienX", ^nd alone exhibits the legitimate devel-

opment of the principle of Cosmhal Evolutiox. The

very concept of " evohition " is essentially organic ; it is

. derived from the orgafiism alone,- applies to the organism

alone, and is utterly meaningless, 'unless the Ixfixite

• itrxiyEKSE IS sciextifically Kxowx,a« aEeal 0»gaxism-

'"i »ix-Itself. The sclf-coiitradictory conjunction of Evolution

gMcl Agnosticism in the so-called "philosophy " of the iline-

' teenth century is amere freak .of' thediour; for in Agnof.-

ticiliii there is neither acute reasoning nor intrinsic reason-

ableness— nothiiig but exploded metaphysics, melancholy

,

misumlorstllnding; crippling jirejndice, confusion of thought,

,

' or blank unthinkingnesS. The philosoi)liy of the future,

"founded up'on the scientific method, must be organic through '

"and through, and build upon the knou-n organic comtitution

of the noumenal universe as the assured result of science

itself.

It remains to show that, precisely as the Universe cannot

be a Keal JIachixe without being at the same time a Keal

OiUiAXisM, so it cannot be a Keal Okgaxism without being

at the same time a Real Keksox. This will be the subject

of the following and concluding paper.
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IX. • •

« § 59. Until the foregoing reasoning lias been refuted

root and Ui'uncli, it may without presi^niption be taken as

"rationally established that the inhnite Universe is,at once

a Kcal Machine and a.Eeal Organism. It remains to show

that THE IXFIXITE UXIVKKSE IS AT ONCK A KeAL MaCHIXE,

A Keal Uugaxis^i, axi) a Real PeusoxT

§ GO. These three categorical types of Keal Being, or

three primordial kinds wliich naturally and necessarily

reveal the Supreme.Kind of Kinds (see §§ 31-o.'>), are not

related to each other as^ co-ordinate anjl mutually exclusive

species, but rather as successively rising grades of .com-

plexity in iijjnianent relational constitutiiJn— a conceirtion

perfectly fainlliar in natural science, as illustrated, for ex'-

ample, in Agassiz' Mcthuils of Study, in Katural Jlistoty

(ICth ed. p. 91) : " This gradation in [embryologic:^ growtl^

corresponds to the gradation of rank in adult animals, as

established upon comparative complexity of structure." In

the order of terrestrial evolution, the Machine iirst appeared

as nu're matter in motion, thc^j the Organism as plants and

animals, and lastly the Person as man ; and this order of

succession in time corresponds with the gradation of rank

in complexity of constitution and with the serial evolution

of forms in the scale of being. There iS no arbitrary or

complete transition : the Organism remains still a Jlaehine,

and the Person remains still both :\[aehine and Organism.

§ 61. In the constitution of the Person, therefore, as

we know it in ourselves, we finif the constitutions of the

lower grades or types included and united in a thoroughly

harmonious working systen). The distinctive feature of
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the JIacliine is the mechanical principle of JJausality, as

govcniing tlie propagation of motion through a material

Tv-hole of collocated material parts, externaf one to another

;

. the distinctive feature of the Organisniils the principle of

Finality, as governijjg the motion andppplication of organ

to function in a constant' mediation be^'een the Organism

and its organte ends ; tjie distinctive feaMire of the Person ,

is the- principje of conscious self-<letermination or self-

conscio\is MoiiALiTY, as govewiing the free formation of

ends and means in relation to other selves, and reflexively ,

'judging botk these ends and their execution through mgtioii

in rellition to universal rights and duties in a state of soci-

ety. These three distinctive features of the ^Machine, the'

Organism, (tnd the Person are i'ndissolubly united in every

human Person as such; the th»ee pi^nciidcs of Causality,

Finality, .and Morality are all rooted and rogjiaiit in the

personal constitution, never interfering or colliding with .

each other irt their respeeti\cp si)heres of operation, but har-

nionizing perf6ctly in all personal life. If' these three'

principles thus harmonize perfectly iif the constitution and^

life of Man, \v4iy may they not, mntutis mutandis, harmoHf
'

ize perfectly in the constitution and life of Nature ? If "

Nature is already ^nown to possess the mechiinical and the

organic constitutions, why may it not possess the personal

constitution as well? Nay, if the Thing and, the Kind

naturally and necessarily reveal eacli other's essential con-

stitution (see §§ 31-33), and if the JIachine and the Organ-

ism, as Things, are already proved to reveal the essential

constitution of Nature, as their Highest Kind, why is there

not a rational necessity that the Ferson, also, as a* higher

Thing, shall still more reveal it ? Why is it not self-

evident that Natirre, as Eternal Aeciietype, necessarily

reveals itself in the Machine, the Organism, and tlie Per-

son, as its primordial Ectypes in Space and Time ? Why
is it not self-evident that the Person, whicli sums up the
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three in one, is the Ectype of Ectypes,^- in a word, that

.HuMAX Natlkk is the Sui'UEME Hevelation of God ?

§ 62. These are, at the vei-y least, reasonable questions

;

and they deserve a very rcjasonable and respectful answer.

Incredible, and even unintelligible, as it niuy seem at first

• sight that this boundless system of Nature, this illimitable

Universe of Keal Being, should be essentially and at bottom

OxE IxFisriTE PeksOx, reflection speedily dissipates the

swarm of ha^y liiisapprehensions. Images start up of

particular machines,, organisms, jjcrsons ; the disparity

between these and Nature as a whole is (Werwhelmingly

obvious. Then comes rational m(?ditation, gradually sift-

ing out the essential from the nbn-essential ; and the under-

lying identity 6f constitution, the \^ural vevelation of

the Kind in the Thing, begins at lastwj f*ile itsuff into'

rational secognition witlj^i'rresistible power. 'Jlo conceive

the tjuiverse as a Macjiine is not to imagine it undei- the

form of an enormoits steam-engine, but rather to compre-

hend that the omnipresent causal energy of Nature, pro-

ducing all motions of matter, whether of masses or of

molecules, as'dyn.tmidhl effects, works invariably under the

law of Mechanical Causality. To conceive the' Universe as

an Organism is not to picture it as a gigantic animal, but

rather to comprehend that the omnipresent causal-organic

energy of Nature, directing all motions of matter, as causal

means, to the realization of Nature's eternal endof Evolu-

Tiox, works invariably under the law of Organic Final-

i ity. So, too, to conceive the Universe as a Person is not

to portray it as a colossal nmn, but rather to comprehend

that the onniipresent causal-organic-pejsonal energy of Nat-

ure, being -conscious of itself and its own eternal end of

Self-Evolutiox Tiiuou(iii Self-Ixvolution, and execut-

ing this end through the successive and gradual creation of

FixiTK M.vciiixKs, Imxite Ouuaxisms, axd Fixite,Sj-:lves

wiTHix ITS owx Ixfixite Self, woiks invariably under
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the law of Ideal. Morality. It is impracticable here to

unfold tliese thoughts in full; they are now barely hinted

at, in order to clear the way for a thoughtful and unpreju-

diced consideration of the thesis that »he Universe is, aud

must b?, a Ileal Person.

§ G3. The Finite Artificial Machine, or artificial organ

constructed by a natural prganisni, is external in si)ace both

to the constructor, or user, and to the effect which it is-

constjructed to produce ; it mediates between the two as a

causal means outside of both, as, for instance, the chisel

between the sculptor and the statue, or the printing-press

between the printer ami the book, or the Army between the

conqueror and his conquest. It is owing to this constitu-

tional externality in space that physics can so easily conceive

the Abstract Jlaehine— can so easily, in abstract thouglit,

make a pseudo-separation 'between the two elements of

cause an^ effect, on the one hand, and of end and ineans,

on the other; for both the preconceived end in the mind of

the maker and the realized end in the material world are
^

equally external to the Machine as a mediator between the

two, and what separates them, yet links theni -together, is

the uiediating chain of physical causes and effects in the

motions of the Machine itself. Hence physics can readily

disregard both preconceived and realized ends, and confine

itself exclusively to mere motion and its laws; and hence,

too, the legitimacy and utility of the Abstract Machine as

a physical concept, which serve? to simjdify, and thereby

helps to solve, purely mechanical problems.

"But, in the case of the Universe as an Infinite Xatusftl

Machine, no such externality in space ^obtains, and no such

abstraction of the causal from the final relation is possible

at all, unles* the Abstract Universe is recognized as neces-

sarily imjilying the Keal Universe from which to abstract

it. The Keal Universe, as a^ Keal Natural Machine, must

be absolutely all-inclusive ; both causal and final relations.
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inseparable in the complete constitution of every Real

Machine, must be strictly and wholly within the all-inclu-

'sive Universe^; there can be Tiere iftither external jpaker

nor external effects- both maker and effect must be inter-

nal only. In other words, if the Infinite Universe is a

vReal Alachine at all, it must be, not merely a Real Machine,

but also a Self-Making and Self-Working Real Macliine—
that is, a Real Organism : the Infinite Universe cannot

.^E A Real Machine without being a Real Ouganism,
^

TOO. If the principles and premises of Scientific realism

are sound, the argument here is more than probable— it is
,

•demonstrative.

\ § G4. Now precisely as stringent a rational necessity

inheres in the next step of the argument: namely, thjit the '

;

Infinite Universe cannot be a Real Organism witlieut being

•a Real Person, too.

The Finite Natural C^-ganism, or Real Machine com. •

structed by Nature, is both Causi^ a]id Effect of Itstlf and

find and Means to Itsi^:^ it is 'the Self-Makinff and*Self. (
'

'

Working Machme(%h). This is no new conception; "it .j ^;

w&s-for(^shadowed in Aristotle's well-known dpctrine of the ^

soul BS„au ''entelecheiayV and fully developed in Kant's

profound analysis of the Organism as a « Natiuzweck "—
,

a natural whole in„which whole and parts are reciprocally

Cause am^ffect. End and Means {Kritlk der Urthdhkvaft,

§§ 65, m). But Kant overlooked another essential charac-

teristic of the Organism which is even more 'profoundly

significant- and instructive. He failed to analyze its Total

Organic Entt as two-fold : (1) as Indwelling ok Immanent

End, and (2) as Outgoing or Exient End. The Imma-

nent End of the Organism is Self-Evolution, partly rec-

ognized in the commen pJ%|erb that "self-preservation is

the first law of Nature "
: this Kant saw. Rut the Exient

End is Self-devotion— devotion of self to the preserva-

tion and evolution of the higher self or species, to which
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^he individual Organism is relatec^ as the organ or organic

cell isjelated to tlie Organism itself: this Kant did not see.

Nevertlu'less, this in'ineiple of tlie Exient. End (clearly

illustrated in the reproductive systcflii) unites tlie individ-

ual Organism to its kind as a larger and inclusive Organ-

•isni, unites this in turn, as a new Individual; to a higher

kind, and so on indefinitely. Thus the Exient End appears

.{IS a teleological principle of unity and intelligibility

throughout the whole of Nature. The Immanent End
' gives to the Organism no " Others," hut merelj- its " Self,"

;

the Exient End gives to it " External Others," or a higher

self in a Not-Self, as a separate, but normally necessary,

complement to its o\\*[i being. These two equally essentiiU

elements of the Total Orf^anic End- are equally wrought

into the very warp and woof of the organic constitution

itself. ,

But, in the case of the»Universe as the Infinite Natural

Organism, the Total Organic End ceases to be- dualistically

separable as literally Imman>;nt and Exient, inasmuch as

the Infinite can have jio " External Others." The prijicjple

of 'Immanency {ftitl Exi^ncy, notwithstanding, remains in

the stiictly monistic distinction between Self us One Whole

(principle of Self-Evolution) and Self as Many Parts or

Jnteniiil Others (principle of Self-Devotion)
;

just as the

Finite Natural Organism exists as One Organism of Many
Organs or Cells) in which each alike, organisni and cell,

not only lives its own true life unsubverted and unin-

fringed by that of the other, but also devotes its own real

life to that of the other. Hence, in the Infinite, Self and

Not-Self are numericallv identical. But Numerical Iden-

tity of* Self and Not-Self, Subject and Object, constitutes

the UxiTY OF Self-Coxsciousxess IX THE Peusox. Con-

sequently, THE IXFIXITE UxlVEItSE CAXXOT HE A ReAL
OkOAXI.SM without BEIXd A liEAL IT-UtSOX, TOO.

Thus we are led to discover the Law of the Coukela-
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TiON AND Ultimat* Identity op all Real Types in the

Cs Gi"). The same momentous coiwlusion, forced upon us

above by studying tlio constitutions of the JIachiiie and

the Orgiinisni as mnrrcte realities, is no less forced upon us

by studying the laws of Causdlity and Finality as their

real j'^'i^ieiples.

Tlie idea of all Force or Might in Nature being confes-

sedly derived, even fn jdiysics, from human experience of

Conscious Eifort, these inevitable consequences follow from

§§51-55:—
^ .

' .;
* -

I. The Efficient or Out-Making Cause necessarily

contains within itself t/lie 1'keconceived End ;
the Effect

OK Out-Made Eesult necessarily contains within itself the

Realized End ; and the Causal Bond is itself the En;J||^'

getic Realizing End in Effort.

li. Therefore, the principle of Efficient oil Mechani-

cal Causality necessarily contains within itself the prin-

ciple of Organic Finality.

Similarly, the idea of all Right iii Nature being dierived

from liunian experience of ,Ct»isciencc, these intjvitable

consoipvences follow from § C4 :
—

; '

I.) The Immanent Organic End is Self-Evolution, or

EtiILal Egoism ; the Exient Organic End is Self-Devo-

tion, or Ethical Altruism ; and the Total Organic End

is Haumony of Ethical E(ioisM and Ethical Altruism

IN Character.

II. The lower Finite Organism realizes its Character, of

wliich Xatnre is conscious, in Ethical Unconsciousness;

the higher Finite Organis'm realizes itJ Character in Ethi-

cal Consciousness of Limited Frij^do.m ; the Inlinite

Organism of Nature idealizes its Character in Ethical

Consciousness of Illimitable Freedom.

III. Therefore, the principle of Organic Finality ueces-
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sarily contains irjtliin itself tho principle of Fueedom,

St:LK-])ETEKai/xATiBxi^

I

t Ideal Mohality.

§ 00. Tli/s niiigniticentNesult, that Caxisallty involves

Finality una Fitialit>j involves Morality,— in other words,

that tho thnV suprcnigAind constitutive principles of the

Ileal Univci;sff*tn'»''!u bottom o>ue, from the lieliocenti'ki

point of view, in tlio one principle of Absolute rEKSox-

ALiTv,-^ is analogous to tlie vast modern genpralizations (1)

that all forms of JIatter are at bottom one in Identity of

SuiisTANCE, (2) that all manifestations of Force are at bq^

tom one in Identity of Eneuoy, and (Ji) that alV stages of

cosniical.change are at bottom one in Jdextity of EvoLu-

tI^nauy PiiocEss. To these it adds (.1) that all immanent

relational constitutions, whether of machine, organism, or'

person, are at bottom one, in the persmiai constitution, in

Identity of Ji^ssESCE, and (2) that all natural laws are at

bottom one in Identity of rniNcii'LE. It therefore con-

stitutes the crowning discovery 'of tlie Scientific jMethod,

necessary to complete the dcmolistration of Absolute Mon-

ism, in the Law Of t!iie CoitUELATioN and Ultimate

Identity of All Eeal I'uincii'Les in' I'eksonality.

Wlio could overestimate the value or importance of such a

result ? The ultiuiately inevitable scientific identification

of all physical, biological, and psycjiological forces, as uni-

versally correlated and' mutually convertible forms of one.

eternal .and omnipresent Force, means, in the light of this

transcendently sublime law, not the degradation of all

forces to the level of blind mechanical necessity, but the

elevation of all forces to the height of intelligent spiritual

freedom. This is the natural and unforced evolution of

Science itself, .through the philosophized Scientific Jlethod,

into the riiiLOsoriiY of Fuee Eelioion.

§ C7. In this way it'is made clear, to any one who ha^
capacity to comprehend and patience to master, t}»«-»«T^

ment, that the Infinite Universe cannot be a Keal Machine
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without being a Real Organism, and cannot be a Real Or-

ganism without being a Real Person ; and that this philo-

sophical last conclusion is just as certain as the scieiititic

first premise thattho Universe is indeed a Machine. This,

then, in briefest iorm, is tlio Scientific \Vori.d-Concei'-

Tiox, as Absolute Monism or Scientific Theism :
—

MeciianicaI Causality, or the Law of Motion, OiyJAxic

FiXALiTY, or the Law of Life, and IdeaK ^IbuA'tiTV, or the

Law of HoUnes.1, Jimice, and Love,— the three eteiiial and

all-])ervasive lieiil Prinoiples by which the whole known

Universe exists,— are at bottom One in the Heal Frinciple

of Omnipresent Self Conscious Energy or^ Absolute I'ei:-

sOnality, and constitute the Uxity of tub Uxivekse in ;

THE Essential liEixG and Like of God, as at once Ism- '

NiTE machine, Infinite OIs^'anism, and Infinite Per- ' *

80N.
j,

••',,.''
§ 6§, "Whatever higher truth, lies •unre\'«iled in the

boundless mystery of the Unknown, this T^-uth of the,

yinoir/i stands ia.'sfi' as the ptevngl foundation of the Ileal

Universe. If ai|y one should eontejnn the idea of tne All-

PEUsox,,thus'conceived, ]if)W ineally, alas, inust he think

of moral personality 'itself— liow mindly -must he despise

the dignity, the majesty, tfie sublifliity of his own nature

as Man ! . . • *
' "

§ 09. Real Person.vlitV, finite and relative in Man,

infinite and absolute' in Xature, Is tlius the last word of -

Science and Philosophy— the first word of Ethics and

Religion ; for Man's moral nature is necessarily rooted and

included in his personal nature, and his jjersonal nature is

necessarily rooted and included in that of the All which 9
it dimly, yet supremely, reveals. There is no other central

unifying principle, whether in thought or in action, whether

in the life of the individual or in the life of society, by

which the Real may be known or the Ideal may be embodied.

Tliere is n6 other central unifying principle by which Man
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may develop or reform either himself or society, or by

whioh tliu all-diviiiiziiig Enthusiasm of Humanity may be

kiiMllc<l ill his soul, or liy whicli the world maybe redeemed

from its mouiitaiu-loi\(l- oip injustice, 8i1tt'erin£, and sin.

Think highly, think reverently, think devotedly,^ brother-

men, of tliat MoiiAL loEAL which is the very 'co"'") l^w,

and life of your owii personality, and whicli could be to

you no law of augugt, all-commaiiding ol)ligation, of trans-

cendent and eternal authotity; were it not identical with

tlie innermost Law of X,^tli;k by which tlie idancts roll,

the sun shines, the Univijrse itstdf exists. For that divine

passion for -tlie Fixite Ideal which makes the'hero, the

reformer, the prophet, the saint, is but a spark of that

eternal and ethereal fire Which li^irns at the very Uear|t;«of

Being, and keeps God himself true to his aim Infinite

lUEAL. ,,''"'
S 70. That thus the ultimate ground of all Art, Sotence,

I'liiUisopliy, Ethics, and Keligion, in strict accordance with

tlie .Scientific Jletliod, is piovt'd to lie in tlie immanent

relational constitution of the Supreme Geiiiis-in-Itself, or

Heal Universe, as Absolute Divine I'er.son,— that this

iiniennost nature of the known Cosmos as All-1'crson is

most profoundly revealed in the distinctively personal,

ethical, or spiritual nature of Man,— tliat*' ifan's I'lacc in

Nature"'" is tliat of a free and loyal Skuvant ok the

Divine Ideal, and that all his duties, hopes, joys, loves,

aspirations, activities, destinies, depend upon his discover-

ing intelligently and fulfilling freely the e.xact function in

Xature and in Human Society which this unalterable

Divine relationship assigns to him,— these things will

exphiin themselves to the (puck-witted, and cannot bo ai

plilied or emphasized now.

§ 71. The time li;yi come to close this series of papers,

. wiiich is merely a partial prospectus of what may be hoped

to liud hereafter a more appropriate place and a far better
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form. Its aim fias been to show t\ie way out of Agnosti-

cism into tlio sunlight of the predestined I'liilosopliy" of

Science. The hibur of writing these too ch)sjjj^ i)acked

articles will be well repaid', if hero and there sonus thought-

ful spirit has caught even a glimpse of the sublime vistas

of truth waiting to b(! revealed to mankind by the philo-

sophic use of the Scientific Method. Said Kalph Waldo

Emerso.n, America's greatest projjhet ;
" There is a .state-

ment of religion possible which makes all, skepticism alv

surd." Is there 'not such a statement lying latent and im-

plicit in the Philosophy of Fkee EELicaou ?

I

n

•V
• *
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SCIEN^TIFIC THEISM.

TnE work ia, we tliink, an important addition to tlie literature of tlie

subject. It treati of Tlieism from a new point of view, and by means of

original nietliods. Tlie treatise is, in a- certain sense, original. . . . lu

its polemic against I'lienomenism and its assertion of Uealisni, it opens

up a discussion of the utmost importance. ... It is evident that, in this

argument. Dr. Abbot is right, an(f the idealists and sen^ists >^PBBK^«lfc^

A book as full of iliougiyas this furnishes innumerable topics for inquiry

and criticism. If every position taken by Dr. Abbot cannot be main-

tained, Ills book remains an original contribution to philosophy of a high

order and of greafvalue. — Dr. JaiiifS Freemun Vluikc, in the Uniluriun

Review.

This is a notable book. It ia notable both for what it ia and for wliat

it indicates, namely, returning health and sanity in pliilosophic thought.

. . . Whatever one may think of the position in wliicli the argument of

X Scientific Theism " culminates, one cannot but be impressed with the

deep insight, the clear intellect, the moral fervor of the author. Who-

ever baa the interests of philosophy at heart will welcome this masterly

attempt to elTcct a reconciliation between philosophy and modem science.

No tbornugh-going idealist, to be sure, will be satisfied with a book which

so powerfully assails his fundamental positions. . . . We cannot but he

thankful for this strong and nell-r'casoned protest against the aRnoaticism

so current in our times. — Prof, II. A. P. Torreij, in the Anilorer li^iieit:

The phrase " Scientific Theism " expresses in itself a subject of great

interest. We do not so much wiali to write a careful review nf Dr.

Abbot'a very vigoroua work aa to discuss in connection with it the topic

brought forward by it. This discussion will be guideil by the view pre-

sented by Dr. Abbot. \he strong asserliim of Itealism with which the

<book onena we heartily accept, with this slight exception, that the

author seems ^to us to l.iy undue emphaaia on the unfortunate effects of
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Ni)iiiiniilisin in prepnring tlio wiiy {or Iilciiliam. , . . These quotiitioii!)

«rB pcrlmpii BiilHuicnt lo ^ivo Hie eenlml iileii of Dr. Alibol, tliu one we X
wiali to eoiisiiler,— tliiit tlic univerae i» an orHuniani luiinintu in every

part with tliu inhiding Divine I'reaence. It i» very pliiin tliiit tliia con-

cu|ition lurnisliea to tlie mind of the uuthor— it niny iilso to nniny otiier

niiniU— II very (juiekenint; spiritual intcrpretiitiini of tlicwof Id, hrinKing

|jia lliout;lit8 anil feelings in ulose con^et with God. Kvery portion of

Hie book iinikea this very plain.— Jix-Prtaidciit Julm liatcom, in the Attv

EnijUmtter uiid Yule liciiew.

In thus calling attention to the Noniinalistlc cnrrent in philojophical

tliought, and tracing it from its aource to its latest i:isue8, Mr. Abbot Ima '

done a real service. Tlie justice of his coinplaint niuat also be allowed,

that the signiftcunce of tlie Nominaltatic«|)rinciple has not hitherto been

appreciated by the liislorians of pliilosopby. Further, his delectiifn of a

Koininaliatic vein in Kant is just and important. . . This vindication

of the objective standpointef sciehce and this account of Uie rfcal nature

of tL^ distinction betw«aibabt> noumenon and phenomenon are excellent.

^Iigfpriiiciplu of " lielationism," if properly understood, is undeniably

true, and must supersede all merely "subjective" principles. — Pi o/'.

James Sffh, in Mind.

Ccs ouvrages dc quatre philosophes contcmpnrains, dont deiix, ou

peutctre trois, aapartiennent a I'Aincrique, et un ii la Itussie, representeiit

dc rcmiirquubles efforts do construction nie'taphysique et morale dus tt

des penscurs independunts et profonds qui ont ^efU diversemont I'influ-

encc des doctrines en conflit a ftntre c'poque: positivisme, mate'rialisme,

idc'allsmc, pessimisme, c'volutionisnie, et sc snnt fait des croyances pliilo-

sopliiques bn dehors de toute ccolc. . . . Le syslfcme de M. Abbot est

une espcce du genre pmiliviame, en ce qu'il prend dans la science lei

fondements de la philosophic ; niais eette espcce diiliirc des autrcs ou des

plus connnes, par le caraclcre afflrmatif de ses conclusions sue des points

de me'taphysique au|ujct desquela le positivisme, i> son dcTiut, professait

I'ignorancc invincible et prc'tendait observer la neutralilc' en refusant

d'e.xamincr.— M. Iltnoumer, in La Critiqne Philosoiihiqiie.

Un penseur americoin tres diatingn^, M. Francis F.llingwood Abbot,

a conibattu nvoc une grande force, dans un ouvrage recent, la thc'orie dc

I'lnconnaissabie, et esquissc une sorte de religion scientifique qui nous

parait un henrenx amendement h celle <1e M. Spencer. L'cxiioae' som-

niaire de sn doctrine servira de complement asscz nature! a celui du

precedent systcme. ... La pensc'c ile M. Abbot ni'a paru asacz profonde

ct assez originate pour mc'riter d'etre reproduite littcralemcnt. Le

Tlieisme Srienlijique est, depuis les sto'iciens, la plus bardie tentative pour

fnire de I'uniTeni un ' Dieu refetu de justice, de bonte, de inoralite'.

\
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M. AbVot vrt name iiliu loin quo lo iloiclnnie: II felt ile I'unlvors une

personno. Co qui iloimo ii boh syatbmu un Inlerflt ut uiio importttni:i!

c.\tTii»i()iini'ls, e'ost, nous I'livniu dil, qu'il lo prt'seiito fommo une appli-

oiitif)n»rinourfUsc tlo la nuHlioilo qui ii coniluit la Buiencu h do ai nier-

vpilloux rrsultiits. — .1/. /.inhvit Canmi, in La Philotophit litliijieuu en

Aii'ilcliire [I'aria : I'i'lix Aliun. 18SH).

Mr. Abbot liai jiroonled u« wllli a brilliant anil enticing argument, and

many who, after a careful reailing and «tudy of liis book, Mill leel tlicni.

selvca couipelleil to licsitato an(V,wait, will lulnrit its strong persuusivenesi

and charm I'wiiilc others wiH lloublless bo induced llirough its means to

aban<lon at once their old ngnoslic iloubts. — Cliiaigo Univenilij.

These lofty and valuablu conclusions lie obtains by a process of

reasoning nliicli is in tlie main sound, and founded upon sound prcmisen.

Tlie book, as we have said, nfiist take an honorable place in the literature

of the subjoct. — iiosfoa ii/crtny ll'or^f.

nr. F. E. Abbot's new book, tlio " Science of Theism," conflrmi the

opinion of the fen best able to judge that he is the ablest philosophical

thinker in America, and that his work seems to be the foundation of that

deiuK'r rchgion of the future, sure to come, which will satisfy both tlir.

licaf and the heart of man. ^ Bostt/t Smduji Ileiulil, editorial.

Biis work, by one of the .first living niind.<, ia a profound attempt to

place theism on the iinn|ovabio ground of modern science.— .Uun(f««/

Slur. .
. , .

...
Although ('flered as but a sketch of the most prominent features of

the " riiilosophy of Science," Dr. Abbot's exposition in his I'art I. is so

comprehensive, so critical and scholarly, and so suggestive, that he may

find, as Darwin did wlien he brought out the "Origin of Species V as

' preliminary to a great work, that he has done enough already to found

' a school i)f investigation and lo establish himself as the master of a new

departure, profoundly original and significant, in the highest form of

research.— llnstnn Troiifcri/it. ,

'

Since the Immortal treatises of Darwin himself, which have been ?o

grievously misunderstooil. we have not had a treatise which meets so well

the demands of all science ami all religion as does Dr. Abbot's " Theism " --

lie does explicitly aad positively what Darwin did by implication. The \

great Darwin gave u» the right method of studying visible Nature :
T>r. I

AblH)t extends the theory and method to the universe, lo the human

mind, to Ood. Such a book should make an epoch in Ihe intellectual

history of our country. The book is a very great performance.— A'osfon

Briicon.
"
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Dr. Abbot hni como forward with a diicuision of the prolileni tlmt

ia dvatiiH'il lo niiike nn i'|iu(;li in llii' world of tlioii);lit, — it djuciitsloii

wliluli, im the result of twent^-flvo ycara of lioiiaecutlvo thiiikiiifj, la

Dinrki'd by tiieh masterly Kriisp of tliu whole liisiie, iiiid aiieh (.'lenriicia

of iinnlyaia and rccoiiatruelive po^er in dealing with it, Ihut no thought-

ful man or wo^ian van afford to pass it by. . . . Only oneo hi a );reat

wlillo iloea a work of such nionieiit ap|iear For many years now
powerliil inlelleels have turned away from the realms of Ihcolony, once

linunleil by aiich minds na thosu of Dante, Tliomna Aquinas, and Pascal;

but of the fact that In this little book there are laid (lie founilntiuns of

what iiiay aitiiin dower tlie barren and prosaic world wllh sublime the-

idoglcs, Ihe^ork of i;rand and ranely imaginative intellects, there can

bo little question.— Jiro. Fiuncii 'J'iJ/'tini/, in (he Uoslon llirahl.

It benri «vldenco throughout of wide rending nnd cloio thinking:

every page throbs with brain-force; ... lie has n fervent faith that

right thinking ia necessary lo riglit feeling and right actiim ; and that

religion, in. order to lie redeemed from tlie effeminate acntlmontnlisni

and empty cerenjony into Which it has in modern times so largely fallen,

must come again under the sway, aa in previous epochs of the world,

of a robust system of thought. This necessary system of thought, he

believes, ia furnished by science and the scientidc method ; and to prove

this position is, in general, the theme and motive of his book. . . . What-

ever might be said on some of the special puinls of Mr. Abbot's argu-

ment, his book starts from the right ground, and proceeds by the right

method, and reaches essentially the right cud. ll is a maalerful treat-

ment of lis high theme, and can but have great weight toward the

establishing of the religious philosophy that is to come as the product

of science, — of science in its large sense, a« applied lo Ihc whole uni-

'verse of mailer and mind. ... It tins science at its bock, and, with that

'^support, lis leading ideas will, we liclieve, eventually win the battle. . . .^

The larger book, of wbieb the preface to this bints, we earnestly hope

may yet come. Hut, even if it doea not, tliia one just as it is, notwith-

standing these minor defects, deserves not only a kind, but n proud,

welcome from all lovers of high and free thinking'on great tliemcs.

—

liev. \VilHnm J. Potter, in the fiatilim Intlrr.

There could hardly be n greater opposition than that of such n scheme

as this to'such n scheme as that which is furnished by Mr. Frederic*

Harrison, when he says :
" For nil that we know to the contrary, man is

the creator of the order and harmony of the universe, for he has imagined

it." Spencer, who disagrees with Harrison so much concerning the

nature of religion, agrees with him perfectly in this, and they both

agree with KanL Dr. Abbot's theory is therefore a new departure of
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onimnmllnR' InliWufwl importnnce. ... At a llnic wIiph " Uc-trent

upon Kiiiit" l« n'y (juiKTiilly Uio pliilo.oplili; orilcr fur llio iliiy, jl i»

lortaiiily InviKDriiliiiK nnil ri'fri'»riiiiK li) lifiir tlii« vi)ii.i! "f innnly oppn-

nitlnii; ii'i'l it 'I'll'" '"" »'^'''" "'"'," ''y "">' """"" ''"U""""''" """ "'

Imve 8i'«n wiili mir eyes a mini frcmi wliiiin will diilo niiotlifr,cpocli In

philotopliy, lirlKlit wllli micli fiiltli iinil' liiipi' ni^iinve not been upon llie

enrtli «i"'o I'lirkcr ffi^v t" Kant's iil)«tr«(tlon« tlif positive wnrmtli nnd

color of his InilivHlual Kiiiin. for. religion. — Itev.J. \V. Vkudwick, in ihe

lirooil;/!! I nilim»i.

No one ^ecil roort lo mere eoinpliment« In exprcssinj? very prcst ail-

mirntimi of the arRiiment here set forth, if not enlij-e iissent. Tlic few

who know Dr. Ahliot n» R speculatlvo thinker expect, when they oiien

tlu» hoolt, more than they oouM justly ex|)cct from any other American

philosopher. They look for the evidence of thorough Irnlning in Ihe

"(li»fipline".»f philosophy, nnd of a wide and <lecp knowledge of the

nmslers of ^ho.iKht, which have yet not been able to overburden or

destroy a n,«uml metaphysical ability 'of the purest strain. They look

for clenrnessynd exactness of expression, the virtues commonly deemed

most alien to \etaphysi08. They look for a vluorous exposure of Ihe

idols of llie hour, and, above all, for the most •substantial constrnclive

work. These things arc all found here, nnd wc trust Hint the few will

become n multitude. Dr. Abbot has the one quality which should com-

mand ibc attention, at lenst, of ihe many : ho is an iulense believer. Ho

Ims failh in natural science, which. Indeed, is in no lack of devotee* to-

day ; anifhc has as much fnilhjin religion, which has now no super-

abundance of real friends ; nnd Kis two faiths are lhorou«ldy one- • • •

Healistic evolution will lnevilably>riumpli over all oilier theories, nut

there are two forms of it, the nicchnnical and the organic
;
and in the

establishment of Ihe proYoundir, the organic, view Dr. Abbnl puts forth

all his strength in what must be considered the most sniisfaclory chnplef

of the book. Ills analysis of Ihe idea of machinery, and his exposure of

Its glaring insumciency to agcouiit for the life and growth of the uni-

verse, are extremely cogent. . . . ^'e cannol deny the necessary rcvolii-

lion in philosophy which Scientific Uealism, n« here sintcd, should effect.

We hope it will soon come, and that Dr. Abbot will receive for this book,

nnd l.irger books hereafter, Ihe just meed of his very high deserts as a

philosopher. ..." Scietltific Theism " is one of the great liooks of our

gcnJratiou.— /fee. N. P. Oilman, in Ihe Chrisiinn lirnister.

Pr. Abbot lias confined his essay to two hundred nnd twenty pnget,

which arc crammed with strong, vigorous tliought. . . . This book clear*

Bwey much confusion nnd error, and it scemi to us the most valimblc
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enntrilmllnn to Hie plillnnopliy of rt'llKlon yet iniiile. . . . Dr. AM'ot linn

iliiiic II ^niiiil work, wliioli iiiixt liiivu iiii liiipiirtniit olTi'ut un tliu ruli(tlout

tliiiiiiilit u' till' pmoiit UBiilury. — Omnlia HfinMiam,

III Ilia rt>joctl<m of nRnoatlciam, Mr. Aliliol in the atroriKCt niitngonlat

Ilurburt •Spcmcr liim yi't met witli, nnil lie la quite coiiipvieiit to enter

Into uoniliat wiili ii tlilnkcr an nlile. . . . Ilia liook la one of the nlileat

nlileli lina reeently flppcureil in lielinlf of auiuncu. It ia well ciileiiliued

til work II iit'W rcv^iluliuii In tliu iliiclrliie uf evulutlun, itnil lu work out

the pliiliiaupliy liiiaeil upon it in n deeper nnil lurer ninnner tlinn ever

before. It niuat ntlraet nllentiun everywhere for ita eluao re<i>onlng

nnil for Ita bremlth of plilloaopliie grnap on the problema Involved. The
iiuttior niniiHeata iir power of phtloaophlc Inalght fvhieli Ima been denied

to aiieli nun iia Herbert Sjijincer.— Itee (>>oiv/f iy. Cookr, in ihr. Xeui

York U'li/ Slur.

It ia ft atrongly cliiirnfctcrlzed nnd selioliirly piece of work, dolnR honor

to Ainerluaii lliouHlit ; nnd it ia niueli to be dcalrcil that the v.orld almiild

aee the ayaleiii developed in III entirety.— Prof. C. L. Peine, in llie \ew
Yuik Siilion. K

We Bre not uaunlly mucli rfttraeteiT by bnnki on aelcnllflo thclam. Too

commonly they are attempts to make use of the ijeneral Interest in fcl-

once to call attention to aonie not very orixinal or proroiiiiil apcciilaliona

nlmnt relinioii. The result often ia n aynereliam of poor aeience nnd

worse tlieolotry. Sucli n prejudice cannot nitaeh llacif to nnj work from

the pen of Mr. Abbot. Many of us rcmenibci' hia atriking nrllele on

"Space and Tlme/'piibliahiMl in the "North American Heview " In 1804,

wliicli, na he tella ns, vras partly tlie perm of the present work. That

nrtiele allowed audi philosophic insight nnd originality, nnd anch a grasp

of the qiiCBtion. aa to lead ns to hope for furtlicr discussions ottlie same

quality. Our wiah l« at Inst gratified in the small but very valuable

treatise before ua. — liosion Diilli/ Ailrcrtiter.

Dr. Abbot's acheinc of thought hns a decided claim to recognition as

A striking contribution to current pliiiosophy.— Lomlun Acmlimi/.

We even doubt whether any human being could come to real belief in

Rod by this road. We ilo not intend by this to auggeat that t'lc work

done by Mr. Abbot is badly dune or is unneecsanry. It ia neither. It ia

well done, and it is necessary to be done ; for it is very deairnble that

the clever |diilo8opliical agnostic slioiilil bo taken on hia own ground,

nnd pushed into a (jarner. Any one nlio wnnta to aee this done should

read Mr. Abbot's book. -^£011 (/on Inquirer.



• TliU one lliliW Dr. Alibol lOci

llcrlilrt HlU'iicef" doetriiiu of il

Frett Notices of Suimtifio Theism. H.'J

t
Ocmi Id III Id linvc iloiiu : hi' liim Miiiilu

iliu " Uiikiiuwaljlu " nnllquiitud. It liii»

IxihMmI iiit" tliu ri'iilm of llio iilwoluli.' mid the iiiiinoiuiiiil. . . . To iia,

tlieri, ihu ijrL'ut ncliivvi'iiii'iit iil' tliu liuok ia tlie ulviir atnli'iiiviit iiml di'iii- Jl

niiatriilluii of lliu auiciiliHc metlKKl ua iipplle'd to tlie cxIiTiml world, and

ita n|i|>liciilU)n lo tlie problenia of phlloaopliy, . . . \Vt' livnitnte to any

of nil wliut wo nhidly my of tlio " Kroiiiid priuuiplu "
: tliol Iji-Iiik ualiili-

lulled, Iho real will conio ; iiiid It will toinc the aooner mid the aiift-r

UcL'imso tills Olio iiiun liiia piitii'iiily wroslled with the prohloiii fortwinty

yi'iira, and ii willinu now to ilovote tho roiiiaindor of Ilia life to lliB uon-

aiilorution of (lie (HH'ationa Invplvcd in the lio|K.'a of the liiiiiian heart..
'

Such praise, iiiade(|uuio aa it may aeuni, ia what few men in a generation

deaene. — /'if. ^toitjt liulchrlw, in Ih Unitariun Uivicw.

\ ••


